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Abstract 

Nowadays, technology is one of the most exploding markets and everybody wants to have the 

best equipped devices so as to enjoy all what Internet can offer from anywhere we want. 

Concretely, smartphones and tablets are becoming more and more powerful and they have 

reached similar levels of utility of a current computer. Another sector which is currently 

evolving is the TV market because new devices include Internet connection so as to compete 

with smartphones and tablets. 

Considering the current scenario, this thesis will try to answer the following question: “Would 

it be possible to see any media type in our smartphone, tablet, computer, and even in our 

Smart TV?” As a result, in this project it will be designed and developed a system capable of 

reproducing a video from a Hard Disk, from Internet or even TV channels. The system will be 

implemented into a device like a Set-Top-Box or a laptop so as to make the system accessible 

for multiple users. In addition, users will be able to access the system through a webpage. The 

webpage will control the whole system and will be able to reproduce any video into a browser, 

e.g. Google Chrome. 

To sum up, this thesis will demonstrate the viability of having a device in our houses from 

where we can view our favorite TV channels and also videos from Internet or from our Hard 

Disk.  
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1. Introduction 

Nowadays, video streaming is an important feature on Internet navigation. The demand of 

webpages and applications offering online videos has been growing since the last years and 

appears to continue with this tendency. Services like Youtube show how users have become 

used to spend a very significant part of their online navigation time on watching streaming 

videos. Moreover, it must be considered the boom of Social Networks as Facebook, Twitter or 

Google+ because its possibility of sharing all kind of videos between people has been one of 

the main reasons for the current relevance of video streaming over the cyberspace. 

Besides, the increasing interest in technology has encouraged society to start using 

smartphones and tablets, which is another field where video streaming can be wildly 

exploded. People more often use their devices to navigate over the web as they can access 

online videos anywhere the user wants. 

However, despite having this amount of online videos hasn’t finished with the use of TV since 

spectators continue to spend some hours in front of their screens in order to get informed or 

just to be entertained. Nevertheless, TV has been forced to some changes as the service itself 

is tending to make an approach to Internet. Services as GoogleTV or the appearance of other 

kinds of Smart TVs indicate that watching any channel (even the ones of other countries) over 

Internet will be possible in the next years. 

1.1. Motivation 

Taking into account the background situation and its tendency in the future, the aim of this 

thesis is to study the viability of having a device at our homes from where we could have 

access to online videos and also to the TV channels with the use of video streaming technique; 

this device could be a laptop or even a Set-Top-Box (STB). 

This project lies in four main pillars: hardware device like a STB where the system could be 

implemented; the use of GStreamer to stream videos; a Digital Video Broadcasting – Terrestrial 

(DVB-T) connection to have access to TV channels; a webpage where to embed the streaming 

videos and to control the main system functionalities. 

1.2. Methodology 

The methodology followed in this project consists of three logical main steps: study the 

background situation and the available tools; design and develop the system and its features; 
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test the overall system and show the results, as well as consider future features or 

implementations. 

 
Figure 1.1: Methodology process overview 

In the first step, on the one hand, the Set-Top-Boxes which can fulfill the requirements for our 

desired system will be analyzed. On the other hand, it will also be checked all tools that are 

necessary for the purposes of the project. The tools which are going to be under analysis are 

GStreamer, the DVB-T connection with special emphasis on its application with GStreamer and 

finally all the programming languages and elements that will compose the webpage which the 

user will access to control the system. 

In the second step it will be designed the system in order to situate all elements in place and to 

decide how it will work. Afterwards, once has all properly set up, it will be time to explain the 

developing process, taking into account all the different settings and procedures that will take 

place in. 

In the third and last step, some tests will be shown as result of the operation of the system. 

The webpage will be protagonist in this section as it is the main tool to control the system 

device, to say, the key element that the user will require to see videos whether from the Hard 

Disk or from Internet; or to see his favorite TV channels. 

1.3. Project Structure Outline 

In chapter 2 it is going to be presented a state of the art of all the elements concerning the 

thesis in order to favor the reader the necessary knowledge to understand and follow the 

procedures that later will be explained.  In this state of the art, the available set-top boxes will 

be first presented to show the options that could be chosen. Secondly, GStreamer will be 

defined and analyzed so as to get familiar with the pipeline structure and its elements. 

Afterwards, the DVB-T connection will be discussed with special focus on the TV channel 

parameters from the tuning which have to be introduced into the GStreamer pipeline. Finally, 

in the last the section, the elements concerning the webpage will be presented. These subjects 

of study are HTML, CSS, PHP, JavaScript and Ajax as the programming languages which will be 

used; the Apache server as the tool which will be used to access the system device; and a brief 

definition of SQL Server in order to present the way the webpage interacts with the Data Base. 
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Chapter 3 will contain the information about the design and developing process. It will start 

with the system requirements and settings which would have to be adapted to a Linux STB in 

order to have all the tools that will perform the system. Then, the GStreamer used pipelines 

will be explained. Concretely, there are three types of pipeline: one to stream a video stored in 

the Hard Disk, another one to stream a video from Internet and last one to stream a TV 

channel from the DVB-T connection. Finally, it will be detailed the webpage developing process 

in order to inform about all its features and possibilities. 

As an outcome of chapter 2 and 3, in chapter 4 some test results will be shown as example of 

the system usage. The tests will take place in a laptop with Linux as operating system, although 

it could be equally done in a STB device. 

Finally, chapter 5 contains the conclusions of this work. As this project is a study of viability, it 

will be explained the reasons why the previously designed system will be a valuable option to 

have in any house in the future. In addition, it will also be presented a future feature which 

could be taken into account to improve the system: the open-source project WebRTC. 
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2. State of the art 

This chapter is going to present the four main pillars where this project lies in. The four 

subjects will be detailed focusing on the service that each element could bring to the project 

purposes. Thus, the following sections are going to be explanations centered in the interests of 

what could be applied to this case more than a theoretical and general definition of them.  

2.1. Set-Top-Box 

2.1.1. Definition 

First of all it must be defined what a Set-Top-Box (STB) is so as to situate the type of device it is 

being treated. Taking the definition from Wikipedia [1], it remains clear that, basically, a STB is 

a device that converts an external signal into viewable video on a connected television. 

 
Figure 2.1: Definition of Set-Top-Box 

However, the purpose of this project is not only being able to pass the received terrestrial 

digital television broadcasts to the TV because this is available since long time. In this case, the 

STB (or even a laptop) should fulfill the following requirements: 

 Linux operating system 

 DVB-T integrated connection or DVB-T device attached to one of the USB-ports 

 Internet connection 

 Hard Disk 

 

 

 

“A set-top box (STB) or set-top unit (STU) is an information appliance device that generally 

contains a tuner and connects to a television set and an external source of signal, turning the 

signal into content which is then displayed on the television screen or other display device. Set-

top boxes are used in cable television and satellite television systems, to transform the signal 

from the cable or satellite to a form that can be used by the television set or other receiver. It 

also enhances the quality of signal from cable or satellite.” 
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In other words, the device what is being looked for should basically agree with the following 

scheme: 

 
Figure 2.2: Set-Top-Box desired scheme 

After having looked for some possibilities, some of the best choices are going to be detailed: 

the PandaBoard [2], the BeagleBoard-xM [5][6] or the new ODROID-X [7]. 

2.1.2. The PandaBoard 

The PandaBoard is a low-power and low-cost platform intended for mobile software 

development. It is equipped with a 4th generation Open Multimedia Application Platform 

(OMAP4) chip. The OMAP brand name is a family of System on Chips (SoCs) for mobile 

multimedia applications developed and manufactured by the American semiconductor and 

computer technology company Texas Instruments, widely known as TI. 

The PandaBoard is equipped with the OMAP4430 SoCs, which houses a dual-core ARM Cortex-

A9 processor with each core running at 1GHz, a PowerVR SGX540 Graphics Processing Unit 

(GPU) and an Image Video Accelerator-High Definition (IVA-HD) Sub System. The OMAP4 

family is one of the first dual-core Cortex-A9-based architectures on the market. A community 

of Linux experts and enthusiasts supports the PandaBoard via the website [3]. 

The PandaBoard supports playback of high definition video content at the HDTV standard 

1080p, perhaps more known by its marketing term “Full HD”. The PandaBoard’s high 

performance video media support is made possible thanks to its dedicated hardware, the 

Ducati Sub System. 

2.1.2.1. Ducati Sub System 

The Ducati sub system consists of two ARM Cortex-M3 processors, the Image Video 

Accelerator - High Definition (IVA-HD) sub system and the Imaging Sub System (ISS). 

The IVA-HD sub system is the hardware for encoding and decoding video up to 1080p 

resolution at 30 frames per second. It supports multiple video codecs such as the Mpeg-4 AVC, 

also known as H.264, codec. The ISS processes pixel data coming from an external camera 

sensor or from memory. The purpose of these sub systems is to offload video and image 

processing from the main ARM Cortex-A9 CPU. 
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2.1.2.2. PandaBoard Set-up 

In Figure 2.3 it can be observed that the PandaBoard could be a valid choice for the thesis 

purposes since it agrees with the requirements. 

 

Figure 2.3: OMAP4430 PandaBoard Set-up [4] 

2.1.3. The BeagleBoard-xM 

The BeagleBoard-xM is a low-cost platform meant to be used as a prototyping vehicle for 

product development. Compared to the PandaBoard, it is a similar device despite that is not 

dual-core. 

The BeagleBoard-xM is equipped with the Texas Instruments DM3730 processor and comes in 

a 0.4mm pitch Package on Package (POP, a technique where the memory is mounted on top of 

the processor). The DM3730 is a 1GHz processor with ARM Cortex-A8 core, which makes the 

board to be compatible with several Cortex-A8 processors manufactured by TI. Moreover, it 

comes with a PowerVR SGX 2D/3D GPU supporting dual independent displays and supports 

playback of high definition video content at the HDTV (800 MHz up to 720p @30 fps). 

Compared to its initial version, the BeagleBoard has a faster CPU core, more RAM, onboard 

Ethernet jack, 4 port USB hub while it lacks the on board NAND and requires the memory and 

operating system (OS) to be stored on to a microSD card. However, this is not a big problem 

assuming that the system could have a microSD quick and capable enough for the Linux and its 

settings to be installed (the one it comes with the device is 4GB microSD). 

 

Figure 2.4: BeagleBoard-xM 
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2.1.4. ODROID-X 

The new ODROID-X is a low-cost (only 129$) platform which is quite like a mini-PC. The device 

is best equipped with the Samsung Exynos4412 Quad-core CPU. Each core is running with ARM 

Cortex-A9 at 1.4GHz, the same processor as in the new Samsung Galaxy S3 device. The device 

also has 1GB of RAM DDR2, 6 USB 2.0 ports, Ethernet jack RJ-45. Ubuntu 12.04 can be installed 

as operating system as well as Android 4.0.4. Finally, it must be said that ODROID-X supports 

video HDTV 1080p via HDMI cable (H.264+AAC based MP4 container format). 

 

Figure 2.5: ODROID-X 

This board is a powerful tool to take into account because of its specifications and its 

capacities. In addition, it must be taken under consideration that despite being a new product, 

it has a reasonable cost. 

2.2. GStreamer 

GStreamer is a pipeline-based multimedia platform written in C programming language with 

the type system based on GObject. GStreamer allows creating multimedia applications with 

video, sound, codification, etc. For instance, it is able to realize common tasks as reproducing 

music or it can do more complex ones as streaming via Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) a 

video mixed with its audio or mixing two different videos into one unique video. [8] 

 
Figure 2.6: GStreamer logo 

GStreamer is available in multiple platforms as Linux, Mac OS or Microsoft Windows, but in the 

current case of this project it is going to be implemented on Ubuntu Linux operating system.  

In order to be able to mount the video streaming pipelines which are intended, it will be 

necessary to install the following GStreamer plugins. [9] 
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2.2.1. Plugins 

There are four plugins modules available: gst-plugins-base, gst-plugins-good, gst-plugins-bad 

and gst-plugins-ugly. The names of the three last modules indicate whether the plugins inside 

might pose distribution problems. However, all packages within these modules of the 

repository are working fine.  

gst-plugins-good: This package contains the GStreamer plugins from the "good" set, a set 

of high quality plugins under the LGPL license, or according to 

GStreamer, "contains a set of well-supported plug-ins under our 

preferred license". 

gst-plugins-bad: GStreamer Bad Plugins comprises a set of plug-ins not up-to-par 

compared to the rest. They might closely approach good-quality plugins, 

but they lack something: perhaps a good code review, some 

documentation, a set of tests, a real live maintainer, or some actual 

wide use. 

gst-plugins-ugly: This package contains plug-ins from the "ugly" set, a set of good-quality 

plugins that might pose distribution problems. 

2.2.2. GStreamer basic concepts 

This section is going to be an explanation of the basic concepts and objects that are necessary 

to build a suitable GStreamer pipeline. The basic concepts which will be analyzed are: 

elements; pads; bins; pipelines. [10] [11] 

2.2.2.1. Elements 

An element is the most important class of objects in GStreamer. It is usual to create a chain of 

elements linked together and let data flow through this chain of elements. An element has one 

specific function, which can be the reading data from a file, decoding of this data or outputting 

this data to the sound card. By chaining together several such elements, a pipeline can be 

created to do a specific task, for example media playback or capture. GStreamer ships with a 

large collection of elements by default, making the development of a large variety of media 

applications possible. 

Source elements 

Source elements generate data for use by a pipeline, for example reading from disk or from a 

sound card. A source element does not accept data as it only generates data. Figure 2.7 

illustrates how this kind of element only has a source pad (an output always on the right), 

which can only generate data. 

 

Figure 2.7: Visualization of a source element 
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Filters, convertors, demuxers, muxers and codecs 

Filters and filter-like elements have both input and outputs pads. They operate on data that 

they receive on their input (sink) pads, and will provide data on their output (source) pads. 

Examples of such elements are a volume element (filter), a video scaler (convertor), an Ogg 

multiplexer or a Vorbis encoder. 

Filter-like elements can have any number of source or sink pads. A video demuxer, for 

example, would have one sink pad and several (1-N) source pads, one for each elementary 

stream contained in the container format. Decoders, on the other hand, will only have one 

source and sink pads. 

 
Figure 2.8: Visualization of a filter element 

 
Figure 2.9: Visualization of a filter element 

with more than one output pad 

Sink elements 

Sink elements are end points in a media pipeline. They accept data but do not produce 

anything. Disk writing, soundcard playback, video output or TCP server streaming would all be 

implemented by sink elements. 

 

Figure 2.10: Visualization of a sink element 

2.2.2.2. Pads 

Pads are element’s input and output, where you can connect other elements. They are used to 

negotiate links and data flow between elements in GStreamer. A pad can be viewed as a “plug” 

or “port” on an element where links may be made with other elements, and through which 

data can flow to or from those elements. Pads have specific data handling capabilities: a pad 

can restrict the type of data that flows through it. Links are only allowed between two pads 

when the allowed data types of the two pads are compatible. Data types are negotiated 

between pads using a process called caps negotiation. 

A pad type is defined by two properties: its direction, and its availability. As it has been 

mentioned in the previous subsection, GStreamer defines two pad directions: source pads, and 

sink pads. This terminology is defined from the view of within the element: elements receive 

data on their sink pads and generate data on their source pads. Schematically, sink pads are 
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drawn on the left side of an element, whereas source pads are drawn on the right side of an 

element. As a result, data flows from left to right in such graphs. 

2.2.2.3. Bins 

A bin is a container for a collection of elements. Since bins are subclasses of elements 

themselves, a bin can mostly be controlled as if it were an element, thereby abstracting away a 

lot of complexity for an application. For instance, it can be changed the state on all elements 

into a bin by changing the state of that bin itself. Bins also forward bus messages from their 

contained children (such as error messages, tag messages or EOS messages). 

 

Figure 2.11: Visualization of an example bin with some elements in it 

2.2.2.4. Pipeline 

A pipeline is a special subtype of a bin that allows execution of all of its contained child 

elements. Concretely, a pipeline is a top-level bin. As it is set to PAUSED or PLAYING state, data 

flow will start and media processing will take place. Once started, pipelines will run in a 

separate thread until they are stopped or the end of the data stream is reached. 

 

Once the basic concepts of GStreamer elements have been explained, it is time to describe 

how to mount a suitable pipeline. The basis of GStreamer pipeline is the appropriate 

connection between the elements and bins because the choice of elements and their order in 

the structure are relevant to fulfill the pad capacities. 

To build a GStreamer pipeline, the command which will be used is gst-launch. The structure is 

very simple because after introducing “gst-launch” into the command-line it must be specified 

the elements, connected by a “ ! ” characters and then execute. In chapter 3, thesis pipelines 

will be explained. 

2.3. DVB-T Connection 

The Digital Video Broadcast (DVB) project was established in September 1993 to develop a 

common video broadcasting standard. It is a consortium consisting of over 250 different 

companies and organizations from 35 countries with interest in open standards for delivery of 

digital media services. Currently there are over 500 million receivers in the world compatible 

with a standard from the DVB-project. 

Nevertheless, although DVB usage is the most widespread DTTV standard, some alternatives 

exist. There are a few countries that do not use the DVB standards. For example, USA uses the 
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Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC) standard and Japan uses the Integrated 

Services Digital Broadcasting (ISDB) standard. In Figure 2.12 it can be seen the DTTV standards 

overview. [2] 

 

Figure 2.12: DTTV broadcasting systems world coverage [12] 

The DVB-project has produced a number of widely used standards. The most important are 

called DVB-S, DVB-C and DVB-T. The first one stands for satellite, the C for cable and finally, the 

T for terrestrial. The focus of this project will be centered in DVB-T because it is the standard to 

be used in Europe, with the DVB-T USB stick which will be connected to the system device. 

2.3.1. The DVB-T broadcast transmission 

The DVB-T broadcast transmission format is the MPEG-2 Transport Stream (MPEG-2 TS), which 

is a standard format for transmission and storage of audio, video, and Program and System 

Information Protocol (PSIP) data. TS specifies a container format encapsulating packetized 

Elementary Streams (ES), with Forward Error Correction (FEC) and stream synchronization 

features for maintaining transmission integrity when the signal is degraded. Concretely, ES is 

usually the output of an audio or video encoder and FEC is a technique used for controlling 

errors in data transmissions over unreliable or noisy communication channels.  

In TS, the most important element is the packet since it is the basic unit of data. It starts with a 

sync byte and a header. Then, additional optional transport fields may follow. The rest of the 

packet consists of payload. 

Between the information included in the packet, it must be taking into account the Packet ID 

(PID). The PID is a 13 bits field that identifies an ES. In fact, when the receiver gets the TS, the 

demultiplexer extracts the ES from the TS in part by looking for packets identified by the same 

PID.  [13] 

2.3.2. DVB-T device 

Despite having a wide offer of possible devices, in this thesis is going to be used the 

Hauppauge WinTV-NOVA-T Stick as it was available in the Instituto Superiore Maria Boella 

(ISMB). This stick has the advantage of not needing any driver installation on a Linux 

environment and fulfills the simple purposes of decoding the broadcast TV channels. 
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Figure 2.13: WinTV-NOVA-T Stick 

As it can be consulted in the website [14], the WinTV-NOVA-T Stick is a powerful device able to 

realize simple actions as allowing the reproduction of free-view TV channels, but it can also be 

used to record and schedule the selected programs. However, as the scenario of the current 

thesis is the Linux operating system, the application program which comes with that product 

will not be used since, as it will be explained in chapter 3, the device is going to be used 

whether by means of GStreamer or to use command-line orders to set the channel TV tuning. 

2.3.3. Tuning 

By means of the Linux package w_scan it is going to be possible to generate a file of 

configuration where all TV channels available in the geographic zone (in this case, all Italian 

channels) will be listed. This file generally is called “channels.conf” and includes all the 

information about the channel which is necessary to tune from the MPEG-2 TS. Concretely, the 

information which is included in the file follows the following structure for each tuned channel: 

 Channel Name 

 Frequency 

 Inversion Information 

 Bandwidth 

 High priority code rate 

 Low priority code rate 

 Modulation 

 Transmission Mode 

 Guard Interval 

 Hierarchy Information 

 PIDs 

In chapter 3 it will be explained the way of realizing the tuning using the w_scan command. 

Nevertheless, if the reader is interested in knowing more about the command, the man page is 

attached in Annex 3. 

2.3.4. GStreamer parameters 

Taking into account the importance of the use of GStreamer in this project, now it’s time to 

analyze which parameters will be necessary for setting an suitable pipeline in order to 

reproduce a channel. 
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The GStreamer bin which will be used to set all the parameters is dvbbasebin. This bin has the 

advantage of including all the necessary properties to be able to reproduce any channel. The 

following properties are going to be used to process the MPEG-2 TS: 

 frequency 

 inversion 

 bandwidth 

 code-rate-hp 

 code-rate-lp 

 modulation 

 trans-mode 

 guard 

 hierarchy 

 program-numbers 

As it can be observed, all these properties are the same that would appear in the configuration 

file “channels.conf” after having done a tuning. Hence, in the channel tuning process it will be 

done the tuning and then all necessary properties will be caught from the resultant 

information. 

2.4. Webpage 

In order to be able to understand the webpage working process and its implemented code, 

this section will explain some basic concepts about the programming languages and features 

used. 

2.4.1. HTML5 

HTML5 is a markup language for structuring and presenting content for the World Wide Web 

(WWW). It is the fifth revision of the HyperText Markup Language (HTML) standard (created in 

1990 and standardized as HTML4 on 1997) and is still under development. Its core aims have 

been to improve the language with support for the latest multimedia while keeping it easily 

readable by humans and consistently understood by computers and devices (web browsers, 

parsers, etc.). [15] 

 
Figure 2.14: HTML5 logo 

HTML code which is going to be used is not very complicated. Most of the tags which are going 

to be implemented are from the basic HTML language and only the <header> and <video> tags 
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will be exclusively from HTML5. As a result, it will be useful for the reader to learn about the 

tags that will appear in the project codes.  [16] 

<html> … </html> It defines the limits of all the HTML code. 

<head> … </head> It delimits the head code, which is not intended to be seen directly 

in the browser because usually is where the configuration is done. 

For instance, it is where the CSS style (which will be explained in 

the next section) is usually specified or where the webpage 

browser’s title will be set.  

<title> … </title> In the head, it sets the webpage title that will be seen in the user’s 

browser. 

<style> … </style> It configures the CSS style. It can contain as a source the path to a 

CSS configuration file. 

<script> … </script> It can be used to define client-side script, such as a JavaScript. 

<body> … </body> It defines the limit of the HTML code which is going to be seen in 

the webpage. 

<header> … </header> 

 

It specifies a header for a document or section. It is the section 

which will appear on the top of the page (or on the top of the 

section within it is included). 

<div> … </div> It defines a division or a container section in an HTML document. 

<h#X> … </h#X> It is a title of level #X. For example, <h1> could be the Title of a 

section while <h2> could be the subtitle. 

<p> … </p> It is a paragraph text. 

<video> … </video> 

 

It includes a video player. Its source will determine which video has 

to be reproduced. More than one source can be added in case the 

first one or the consecutives can’t be played. 

<input> … </input> It specifies an input field where the user can enter data. This tag 

can be a simple text box where the user introduces his name, a 

button, or even a date selector. 

<ul> … </ul> It defines an unordered (bulleted) list. It will usually contain <li> 

tags, each one being a different item of the list 

<li> … </li> It defines a list item. 

2.4.2. CSS 

CSS stands for Cascading Style Sheets and its function is to define the style of a webpage, to 

say, the way the HTML elements are going to be displayed. It is very useful to use CSS when 

the same HTML element has to be included more than once and it must have always the same 

appearance. 

There are three ways of identifying which style will be assigned to a HTML element: assigning a 

style to a specific HTML tag; defining a style for all HTML tags (even different tags) with a 
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specific identifier; defining a style for all HTML tags with a specific class. Now, these three 

types will be examplified in order to understand how it works. [17] 

2.4.2.1. Style for a specific HTML tag 

For instance, let’s consider the case of having to assign a style to all <h1> tags. The style will 

be, e.g. to set the <h1> text with an “Arial” font, pixel-size 16 and red color. As a result, the 

following CSS code would be used: 

h1 { 

   font-family:Arial; 

   font-size:16px; 

   color:red; 

} 

However, colors can be also expressed in the RGB Hexadecimal format. So, the text color 

property could have also been “color:#ff0000;”. Another option could have been 

“color:rgb(255,0,0);”. 

2.4.2.2. Style for all HTML elements with a specific identifier 

Now, let’s consider that the same style had to be applied to all the HTML elements which had 

the id=“my_text”. For example, a possible scenario could be an HTML code that included the 

following elements: 

<html> 

   <head> 

      <style src=“style.css” type=“text/css”></style> 

   </head> 

   <body> 

      <h1 id=“my_text”>Title</h1> 

      <p>First paragraph</p> 

      <p id=“my_text”>Second paragraph<p> 

   </body> 

</html> 

Thus, to define the CSS style for the identifier “my_text” the following lines should be included 

in the file “style.css”: 

#my_text{ 

   font-family:Arial; 

   font-size:16px; 

   color:rgb(255,0,0); 

} 

As a result, the HTML page will show the title and the second paragraph texts with the defined 

style while the first paragraph will be displayed with the default style.  
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2.4.2.3. Style for all HTML elements with a specific class 

Taking the same example as before but changing the identifier “my_text” for the class 

“textClass”, the HTML code would be: 

<html> 

   <head> 

      <style src=“style.css” type=“text/css”></style> 

   </head> 

   <body> 

      <h1 class=“textClass”>Title</h1> 

      <p>First paragraph</p> 

      <p class=“textClass”>Second paragraph<p> 

   </body> 

</html> 

The CSS file “style.css” would be: 

.textClass{ 

   font-family:Arial; 

   font-size:16px; 

   color:rgb(255,0,0); 

} 

After having seen the three examples it must said that it is possible to merge the three types of 

defining a style. For instance, it can be defined a style for all the HTML tags with a specific 

identifier or class which are included in a <div> with a specific identifier or class: 

 <div id=“my_container”> <div class=“containerClass” 

All <h1> tags included 

#my_container > h1 { 

... 

} 

.containerClass h1 { 

… 

} 

All tags with id=“id1” included 

#my_container > #id1 { 

… 

} 

.containerClass #id1 { 

… 

} 

All tags with class=“cl1” 

included 

#my_container > .cl1 { 

… 

} 

.containerClass .cl1 { 

… 

} 

2.4.3. HTTP Get and Post methods 

Before detailing the PHP and JavaScript Languages, it is important to give a little explanation 

about the Get and Post methods within the HTTP servers. 

Usually, when a user has to fill a form in a HTML page, once he clicks on the Submit button, the 

page can send all the input data that the user has introduced by means of two methods. On 

the one hand, if the page form is set with the Get method, all the information will be 

introduced as a query (each data introduced will be passed as a parameter with a specified 
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parameter identifier in order to be able to access it in the receiver page) and will be shown 

after the page URL to which it will be sent. For example, if a user is currently in the page 

“http://www.example.com/index.html”, he introduces his name and his age in a Get form and 

this form has to send this information to the page generated by “info.php”, the resultant URL 

from the Get request will be “http://www.example.com/info.php?name=Xavi&age=24”. 

On the other hand, if the form is set with the Post method, the query wouldn’t be visible to the 

client and, in the example, the resultant URL will be “http://www.example.com/info.php”. 

However, the request would be equally done despite not being able to notice it in the URL. 

2.4.4. PHP 

Despite first standing for “Personal Home Page”, PHP now means Hypertext Preprocessor and 

it is a powerful programming language which is capable of generating HTML code depending 

on some conditions of the service. PHP together with JavaScript will be the keys of the 

webpage interaction with the user. It is a code relatively similar to C Language that is able of 

generating variable pieces of HTML code, e.g. when a section has to be refreshed or when the 

service must interact with the Data Base. 

 
Figure 2.15: PHP logo 

The PHP code is quite extensive because it has a lot of different orders that can be used, so it 

will not be helpful to include all of them in here. If the reader is interested in knowing about 

some orders, it is advisable to consult the PHP Manual website [18] because is a useful and 

comprehensive way of learning about PHP tools. 

PHP code has the peculiarity of beginning always with “<?” and finishing with “?>” and the 

variables always have a “$” before the name. Moreover, there are a lot of system variables 

that can be accessed. For example, if $_GET[‘name’] (or $_POST[‘name’]) appears in a PHP file, 

it means that the system will take the parameter with identifier “name” that has been passed 

through a GET Request (or a POST Request). 

2.4.5. JavaScript 

JavaScript (sometimes abbreviated JS) is a scripting language that is dynamic and supports 

object-oriented programming. As well as PHP, it is a powerful programming language capable 

of dealing with the webpage interaction with the user since it can have access to the input 

data of the user (by accessing any existing HTML element in the page) or can be aware of the 

events that are caused by the user’s actions. For instance, a JS piece of code could be set to be 

executed when the user clicks on a button or even in a <div> container. [19] 

 
Figure 2.16: JavaScript unofficial logo 
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As it has been done in the latter section with PHP, it is not going to be explained all the orders 

of JS since there are many. However, if the reader is interested in consulting any order or 

feature about JS, the website of the W3Schools Tutorial can be useful. [20] 

Nonetheless, there are some aspects that could helpful. First, when the HTML code is being 

introduced, there are some events that can be assigned to JS functions or JS codes. These 

assignations can be done inside the HTML tag declaration because, e.g. if the onclick event of a 

<div> container had to be assigned to a JS function called “divOnClick()”, the following HTML 

code would be necessary: 

… 

<div onclick=“divOnClick();”> … </div> 

… 

Second, in JS is easy to access a HTML tag, especially if that tag has an identifier. JS offers a 

system variable called document which includes all the elements within the page. Thus, if e.g. a 

paragraph text <p> with id=“my_paragraph” had to be changed from a JS executed code, the 

way of accessing and changing the text would be: 

document.getElementById(“my_paragraph”).innerHTML=“Changed Paragraph Text”; 

In addition, once an element has been accessed, all its settings can be changed. For example, 

JS can add, modify or remove element attributes such as the class, the style, the content or 

anything else. 

Finally, the last aspect about JS which must be commented is the window system object. This 

object contains the events that occur in the open browser window. For instance, to assign a JS 

code to the event occurred when loading the webpage, it could be done in the following 

manner: 

window.onload=function() { … JS code … } 

2.4.6. AJAX 

AJAX (an acronym for Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) is a group of interrelated web 

development techniques used on the client-side to create asynchronous web applications. 

With Ajax, web applications can send data to, and retrieve data from, a server asynchronously 

(in the background) without interfering with the display and behavior of the existing page. [21] 

The aim of the use of AJAX is to create fast and dynamic webpages since it allows them to be 

updated asynchronously by exchanging small amounts of data with the server behind the 

scenes. This means that it is possible to update parts of a webpage, without reloading the 

whole page. Nowadays, it is a common used technique in services like Google Maps, Gmail, 

Youtube, or Facebook. [22] 

AJAX is based in the XMLHttpRequest. From a JS code with AJAX, HTML content of the 

webpage can be asynchronously updated. Moreover, a PHP page can be HTTP-requested with 

Get or Post parameters with the aim of generating the new HTML code to be replaced in the 

page. Hence, when a user clicks on somewhere in the page, a HTTP request can be done in 
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order to modify the HTML elements and the user will see the result immediately, which makes 

the page to be interactive and dynamic. 

 
Figure 2.17: AJAX working process 

The response to the HTTP request can be captured and it has a determinate ready state and a 

status. These parameters are usually consulted in order to confirm that the request has been 

satisfactory. The usual values of the two parameters for the request to be validated are: 

 readyState = 4 : It means the request current state is “Complete” 

 status = 200 or 0 : It means that the request status is “OK” 

For example, let’s consider the case of wanting to modify the page when the user introduces 

its name and its age in a HTML. So, once a specific event occurred, the JS code will make a call 

to the AJAX procedure, making a HTTP Get request to the page 

“http://www.example.com/info.php” with the query parameters (name and age). 

Taking under consideration that the function ajaxRequest() would be always similar to 

function ajaxRequest(){ 

   try{ 

      var request = new XMLHttpRequest() 

   }catch(e1){ 

      try{ 

         request = new ActiveXObject("Msxml2.XMLHTTP") 

      }catch(e2){ 

         try{ 

            request = new ActiveXObject("Microsoft.XMLHTTP") 

         }catch(e3){ 

            request = false 

         } 

      } 

   } 

   return request 

} 
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, the JS code for the AJAX procedure would be: 

var name=document.getElementById(“my_name”).value; 

var age=document.getElementById(“my_age”).value; 

req=ajaxRequest(); 

req.onreadystatechange= 

   function() { 

      if (req.readyState==4 && (req.status==200 || req.status==0)){ 

         //JS code to modify the page 

      } 

   } 

req.open("GET","http://www.example.com/info.php?name=”+name+”?age=”+age,true); 

req.send(); 

2.4.7. Apache HTTP Server Project 

The Apache HTTP Server Project is an effort to develop and maintain an open-source HTTP 

server for modern operating systems including UNIX and Windows NT. The goal of this project 

is to provide a secure, efficient and extensible server that provides HTTP services in sync with 

the current HTTP standards. 

The Apache server will be used in this thesis as the basic server which the user will access in 

order to control the system device (e.g. the STB), to reproduce a video or to tune in a TV 

channel. In the Linux environment, the Apache server files would be located into the directory 

“/var/www/”. The server can be accessed by the following URLs: 

 http://localhost 

 http://127.0.0.1 

 http://#local IP address. For example, if the system device has local Internet Protocol 

(IP) address 192.168.2.100, then the localhost URL would be http://192.168.2.100 

The third way of addressing to the server will be very important for the use of the thesis 

webpage because users will access it by introducing the system device IP address, i.e. 

accessing the Apache server placed in the board. 

The Apache server, in Linux operating system, is executed as the user www-data. This fact is 

important because the web service could have permission problems with some files if they 

don’t accept to be read, written or executed by this user. 

2.4.8. SQL Server 

Structured Query Language (SQL) is a special-purpose programming language designed for 

managing data in Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMS). 

SQL Server will be installed in the Linux environment of the system device in order to be able 

to store information about clients video reproductions and information about the DVB-T 

tuning channels. Furthermore, a Linux packet named phpmyadmin will be installed because it 

is a useful tool it can be configured on the Apache server in order to administer the data base 

(DB). This tool will be an important help when the developing process of the webpage as it is 
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an easy way of consulting the DB changes when its interaction with the web is being 

programmed. In chapter 3 it will be explained how phpMyAdmin has been used.  

SQL data base is structured on a system of different tables where all the data will be stored. By 

means of SQL statements, tables can be created, deleted and modified. To modify it, the rows 

of these tables can be inserted, updated and deleted, as well as consulted. So, let’s take a look 

to the basic SQL statements which will be used. [23] 

2.4.8.1. Create table 

The SQL query statement to create a table is very simple because it only must specify the name 

of the table to create and the column names and types. In all tables it is deeply recommended 

always to create a column field identifier (usually called “id”) which is a not null integer that 

will auto-increment when new items are introduced into that table. This field will be the 

primary key to distinguish two items with same info in the other column fields. 

For instance, to create a table called “user_info” that includes a field for the name of the users 

and another for their age, the statement would be: 

CREATE TABLE user_info ( 

   id INT NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, 

   name TEXT, 

   age INT 

); 

2.4.8.2. Drop table 

The statement to delete a table from a DB is very simple as the table name is the only data 

which it must be specified to proceed. Following the same example, to erase the table 

“user_info” this should be executed: 

DROP TABLE user_info; 

2.4.8.3. Insert row 

In order to insert a new row into a table, the statement has to specify all the column fields info 

to be introduced, except from the primary key field; this field can be set to NULL because it is 

set automatically (the primary key is a identifier that auto-increments at each new entry into 

the table). In this case, to introduce some users into the example table “user_info”, the 

statements could be: 

INSERT INTO user_info VALUES (NULL,“Xavier”,24); 

INSERT INTO user_info VALUES (NULL,“user2”,30); 

INSERT INTO user_info VALUES (NULL,“user3”,28); 

2.4.8.4. Update row 

The update SQL order is similar to the latter but having to specify which fields are being 

modified. However, in this case it appears something new: the condition clauses. In order to 

specify some conditions on the update, this statement includes the WHERE clauses where it 

can be specified the conditions that must be fulfilled so as to update a row or another.  
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Thus, if all users whose name field is “Xavier” had to change their age field to 25, the following 

statement should take place: 

UPDATE user_info SET age=25 WHERE name=“Xavier”; 

It must be said that in the WHERE clauses logic operators (AND, OR, NOT) can be specified, 

which enables adding more than one condition. It can also be used all the following 

comparison operators: 

= Equal 

<> (or sometimes !=) Not equal 

> Greater than 

< Less than 

>= Greater than or equal 

<= Less than or equal 

BETWEEN Between an inclusive range 

LIKE Search for a pattern 

IN To specify multiple possible values for a column 

2.4.8.5. Delete row 

The delete command also requires the WHERE clauses since usually it will not be a good option 

to erase all the rows. In the example, if the user2 info had to be deleted from the table, the 

way to do it would be: 

DELETE FROM user_info WHERE name=“user2”; 

or, if a more precise deleting was required: 

DELETE FROM user_info WHERE name=“user2” AND age=30; 

2.4.8.6. Select row 

Finally, the select statement is the one used to take information from the DB tables. The 

command has to specify which columns are being consulted and also under which conditions 

in order to filter the info which is not desired (WHERE clauses). 

Let’s take a look at two different consults from the example table in order to learn how it 

works: 

 SELECT * FROM user_info WHERE 1; 

This statement would be a consult of all the columns of the table (SELECT *) under no 

conditions (WHERE 1). Hence, this query would have as result all the table content. 

SELECT name, age FROM user_info WHERE id=3; 

This statement would take the name and age fields of the user with id=3.  
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3. Method 

3.1. System requirements and settings 

3.1.1. Hardware 

Before explaining the steps which must be followed in order to properly set up the system, it is 

time to decide which could be the best option between the three presented Set-Top Boxes. 

Despite the fact that all of the choices could have been suitable for the project purposes, the 

final decision would have been to use the ODRIOD-X device. The decision is based on the 

powerful processors which it is equipped with and the big capacities of the board. 

Nevertheless, as the STB was not available, the system has been developed in a laptop. So, a 

computer with Linux operating system will be used to realize all configuration and tests. 

3.1.2. Linux packets 

In order to properly set up the system device, the following packets have to be installed in the 

Ubuntu Linux environment so as to be able to support all the system features: 

 apache2 

 php5 

 mysql-server 

 php5-mysql 

 phpmyadmin 

 w-scan 

 gstreamer0.10 (version 0.10.36) 

 gstreamer0.10-plugins-base (version 0.10.36) 

 gstreamer0.10-plugins-bad (version 0.10.22.3) 

 gstreamer0.10-plugins-ugly (version 0.10.18.3) 

 gstreamer0.10-plugins-good (version 0.10.31) 

It has been specified the GStreamer package versions which will be used in the tests that will 

be shown in the next chapter. 

3.1.3. DVB-T permanent permissions 

Another configuration it must be done is to change the permissions of the DVB-T device. The 

reason is that, by default, this device comes with permissions only for the administration users 

of the Linux operating system, e.g. root. Therefore, with the use of the udev rules the 
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permissions of the DVB-T device will be permanently changed to accept the user www-data in 

order to enable the control of the device from the Apache server. These rules which have to be 

changed are located in a configuration file which is load at each boot of the operation system 

and so, once changed, each time Linux is loaded the permissions will be properly set. 

The first step is to open the configuration file where the rules are specified. The following 

command can be used to do it: 

sudo gedit /lib/udev/rules.d/50-udev-default.rules 

Once the text editor program opens, the “video” group has to be changed to “www-data”: 

… 

# DVB (video) 

SUBSYSTEM==”dvb”, GROUP=”video” 

SUBSYSTEM==”dvb”, GROUP=”www-data” 

… 

Following this simple steps the DVB-T stick will be accessible to the webpage at the next boot 

of the operating system (for this reason, it is recommended to reboot the system). 

3.1.4. phpMyAdmin configuration 

The phpMyAdmin is a tool that has been of great utility when programming the webpage 

because it offers the possibility of consulting the DB in an easy manner. 

To configure it first it is hardly recommended to create a new user because it is not very secure 

to introduce the root password into the PHP file that will access the DB (it could be hacked by 

anyone). So, to create a new user to access the DB initially, it is necessary to enter into the 

service by accessing into the Apache server URL and then adding “phpmyadmin”. 

So, introducing the URL “http://127.0.0.1/phpmyadmin” into a browser, the following login 

page will appear: 

 
Figure 3.1: phpMyAdmin login page 
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Then, entering as root with the appropriate password the main page will be shown. Once 

there, clicking on the Privileges tab, the following list with all the current users will appear: 

 
Figure 3.2: phpMyAdmin users list 

Clicking on the “Add a new user” link a window will appear where the user information has to 

be specified. The user will be named “thesis” and will be configured to work on localhost. 

Moreover, password will be set to “torino” and user privileges will be set so as to authorize the 

execution of the following SQL statements: CREATE table; DROP table; SELECT from a table; 

INSERT into a table; UPDATE a table; DELETE from a table. 

Finally, the last step is to click on the “Create User” button at the bottom of the window and 

the user will be created. 

 

Figure 3.3: phpMyAdmin add a new user window 

Once the new user has been created, the next necessary action is to create a new DB. Inside 

that DB the new tables are going to be located (those tables will be created from a PHP file in 

the webpage). 
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To create a DB, the Databases tab of the main page must be clicked. Then, a name has to be 

given to the new DB and collation “utf8_unicode_ci” will be chosen as the suitable choice. 

Finally, it only remains to press the “Create” button to create the new database called “thesis”. 

 
Figure 3.4: phpMyAdmin create new database 

As a result, phpMyAdmin will be properly configured and “thesis” database managing will be 

available from the webpage by connecting it as the new user “thesis”. However, it must be said 

that although it is not mandatory to name equally the DB and the user, in this case it has been 

done in this manner to clarify the process. 

3.1.5. Apache directory 

As it has been explained in section 2.4.7, the Apache server files must be located into the path 

“/var/www/ ” and the localhost main page will be associate to the file “index.php”. So, in order 

to enable the webpage service all the code files (included in Annex 2) have to be copied into 

that directory. 

Another important configuration it must be done is to create the folder “videos” within that 

directory. This folder is where all the Hard Disk videos must be located to be able to play from 

the webpage. Moreover, in order to allow the Apache server to access these videos, the 

permissions of both the directory “/var/www/videos” and all the videos inside have to be 

assigned to the user www-data. To do so, the following commands must be executed: 

sudo chown –R www-data /var/www/videos 

sudo chown –R www-data /var/www/videos/* 

3.2. GStreamer pipelines 

GStreamer is a key tool in this thesis as it gives the possibility of streaming the videos through 

TCP. With the help of the HTML5 video tag, then it will be possible to view that streaming 

video in the user browser. Thus, GStreamer pipelines will be the main motor of the system. 

In the current project three types of pipeline are going to be built: Hard Disk video streaming 

pipelines; online video streaming pipelines; DVB-T TV channel streaming pipelines. These three 

types will be deeply detailed in the following subsections. 
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3.2.1. Hard Disk video streaming pipeline 

In order to play one video from the system device Hard Disk, it will be offered the possibility of 

streaming the video through GStreamer. Although it could be considered that it is not useful to 

stream a video which is already in the HD, it has been offered that choice because GStreamer 

could be also used to rescale the video, or to add extra information to the video, e.g. a 

permanent logo into the video (using the GStreamer element “videomixer”) or even subtitles. 

The pipeline that will be used makes the video and its audio to be streamed through TCP with 

an OGG format. This format is the best suited to stream to Google Chrome, the browser which 

has been used to test the system. 

gst-launch-0.10 filesrc location='#path#' ! decodebin name=demux {demux. ! queue ! 

audioconvert ! audioresample ! vorbisenc ! queue ! mux.} {demux. ! queue ! 

ffmpegcolorspace ! theoraenc ! queue ! mux.}  oggmux name=mux ! tcpserversink 

port=#port# 

To understand what is being done with this command-line order, now it will be shown the 

pipeline structure, where two branches can be distinguished (audio on the top and video on 

the bottom). 

 

Figure 3.5: GStreamer Hard Disk video streaming pipeline 

Now all the elements will be described so as to inform about each element role in the global 

pipeline. 

filesrc location=#path# Source element responsible for accessing the video path in 

order to load the video and audio. 

decodebin (name=demux) Complete decoder bin which also acts as demultiplexer because 

it separates the audio from the video, each one in a different 

source pad. It is named “demux” in order to access these two 

source pads in the command-line. 

queue Element responsible for saving into buffer the video/audio data. 

It is very important to avoid holdups in the reproduction.  

audioconvert 

audioresample 

Converter elements which are used in order to change the audio 

format in order to fulfill the sink pads capacities of the Vorbis 

encoder. 

ffmpegcolorspace Converter element used to change the video format in order to 

fulfill the sink pad capacities of the Theora encoder. 

vorbisenc Element responsible for encoding the audio in a Vorbis format 

(audio/x-vorbis). 
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theoraenc Element responsible for encoding the video in a Theora format 

(video/x-theora). 

oggmux (name=mux) Multiplexer element which will rebuild the video together with 

its audio. The resultant video will have an OGG format. The 

element is named “mux” in order to access its two sink pads 

(video and audio sinks) in the command-line. 

tcpserversink port=#port# Sink element responsible for streaming the video through TCP 

to localhost (host=127.0.0.1). The TCP port which will be used is 

specified in #port#. 

Despite this explanation, if the reader is interested in knowing more about each element, 

Annex 1 contains a complete description of all of them. 

3.2.2. Online video streaming pipeline 

In order to play a video which can be found in Internet, it will be offered the possibility of 

streaming the video through GStreamer. As in the case of HD video streaming, it could be 

considered that it is not useful to stream a video which can be accessed by a URL, but 

GStreamer could also be used to add extra information to the video. 

As in the HD video streaming, the pipeline will stream the video and its audio through TCP with 

an OGG format. The pipeline structure is very similar to the one of the previous subsection. In 

fact, the only change is the first element because now the source element will be souphttpsrc: 

gst-launch-0.10 souphttpsrc location=#url# ! decodebin name=demux {demux. ! queue ! 

audioconvert ! audioresample ! vorbisenc ! queue ! mux.} {demux. ! queue ! 

ffmpegcolorspace ! theoraenc ! queue ! mux.}  oggmux name=mux ! tcpserversink 

port=#port# 

To understand what is being done with this command-line order, now it will be shown the 

pipeline structure, where two branches can be distinguished (audio on the top and video on 

the bottom). 

 
Figure 3.6: GStreamer online video streaming pipeline 

In order not to repeat what has been explained before, the only element which will be 

explained is the first one (the only element which has changed). 

souphttpsrc location=#url# Source element responsible for accessing the video URL in 

Internet and then load the video and audio. 

However, it must be remained that if the reader is interested in knowing more about the used 

elements, Annex 1 contains a complete description of all of them. 
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3.2.3. DVB-T TV channel streaming pipeline 

In order to reproduce a TV channel from the DVB-T device, GStreamer will be the needed tool. 

The pipeline which will be used has to include all the parameters of a MPEG-2 TS so as to 

properly tune the channel and then stream it through TCP with an OGG format: 

gst-launch-0.10 dvbbasebin frequency='#freq#' inversion='#inv#' bandwidth='#band#' 

code-rate-hp='#c_r_hp#' code-rate-lp='#c_r_lp#' modulation='#modul#'              

trans-mode='#tx_mode#' guard='#guard#' hierarchy='#hier#' program-numbers='#pids#' ! 

mpegtsdemux name=demux {demux. ! queue ! mp3parse ! mad ! audioconvert ! audioresample 

! vorbisenc ! queue ! mux.} {demux. ! queue ! mpeg2dec ! ffmpegcolorspace ! theoraenc ! 

queue ! mux.} oggmux name=mux ! tcpserversink port=3000 

To understand what is being done with this command-line order, now it will be shown the 

pipeline structure, where two branches can be distinguished (audio on the top and video on 

the bottom). 

 

Figure 3.7: GStreamer DVB-T TV channel streaming pipeline 

Now let’s analyze the elements which haven’t been used before so as to understand the 

pipeline working process: 

dvbbasebin Source bin responsible for making the tune to the TV channel by 

introducing all the MPEG-2 TS properties. It is a very important 

part of the chain as it allows seeing the TV video. 

mpegtsdemux 

(name=demux) 

Demultiplexer element of the MPEG-2 TS signal which is received 

in the sink pad. The element separates the audio from the video, 

each one in a different source pad. It is named “demux” in order 

to access these two source pads in the command-line. 

mp3parse Element which parses and frames the audio of the TV channel. 

The audio format which is being parsed is mp3. 

mad Element used to decode the mp3 audio stream. 

mpeg2dec Element responsible for decoding the MPEG video stream. 

tcpserversink port=3000 Sink element responsible for streaming the video through TCP to 

localhost (host=127.0.0.1). In this case, the TCP port will always 

be the 3000. 

3.3. Webpage 

The webpage is another key point of the system because it is the tool which is being offered to 

the user so as to control the video streaming. In this section it is going to be explained the 
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following aspects: the basis of the operation of the webpage; the interaction with the DB; the 

tab behavior; video full-screen mode feature; the tuning Linux command; process killing. 

3.3.1. Basic operation of the webpage 

As it has been explained before, the webpage will offer three types of video reproduction: 

videos from the Hard Disk; videos from Internet; TV channel using the DVB-T stick. In the two 

first cases, the webpage will offer the possibility of reproducing the video directly from its 

source (i.e. from the HD path or from the HTTP URL) or to reproduce the same video streaming 

it using the GStreamer pipeline which has been explained in section 3.2. 

The webpage will also include the option of realizing the tuning of all the TV channels available 

in the country. So, this option will be the first thing to do when the system is accessed by first 

time in order to configure it and enable the reproduction of TV channels. 

Finally, an “Exit” option will be offered so as to close the webpage and ensuring that no 

GStreamer streaming process will keep running in the device operating system. 

3.3.1.1. Hard Disk video 

When a user selects this option the system will work as it is explained in the following scheme: 

 

Figure 3.8: Hard Disk video operation scheme 
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However, some comments have to be made to this scheme since, as it has been explained, the 

webpage offers the option of playing whether the video directly or streaming it with 

GStreamer. The choice of one option or the other is important to the system because using 

GStreamer implies to be aware of the streaming process state. The system shall kill that 

process if the video will not be played any more, so it will be necessary also to record the 

process identifier into the DB. 

Another important aspect to point out is that the videos which are displayed in the webpage 

are the videos located in the fixed path “/var/www/videos”. The reason is that permissions of 

both the video directory and all the videos inside have to be assigned to the user www-data. 

Hence, each time the user wants to be able to play a video he will have to move the video into 

that directory and change its permissions. 

3.3.1.2. Online video 

When a user selects this option the system will work as it is explained in the following scheme: 

 

Figure 3.9: Online video operation scheme 
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As in the previous case, the user will be able to choose whether to reproduce the video directly 

from Internet or streaming it with GStreamer. Thus, if he selects the second option, the 

process identifier of the GStreamer streaming pipeline command will be recorded so as to be 

able to kill it if the video will not be played any more. 

3.3.1.3. TV channel reproduction 

When a user selects this option the system will work as it is explained in the following scheme: 

 

Figure 3.10: TV channel operation scheme 

In this case it is important to point out that the DVB-T device can’t reproduce more than one 

channel at a time. As a result, each time that any of the users that are using the system 

changes the TV channel, all the others will have to see the new streaming video. Another 

important aspect to remark is that the webpage will provide a list of the most reproduced 

channels so as to easily select from the favorite channels. 
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3.3.1.4. Tuning 

When a user selects the “Settings” option the system will offer the possibility of realizing the 

tuning of the TV channels: 

 

Figure 3.11: Tuning operation scheme 

3.3.1.5. Exit 

When the user clicks on the “Exit” option the system will ensure that no GStreamer streaming 

process is still alive in the device and then it will close the webpage. So, when the user leaves 

all the alive process which have to be killed will stop their execution. However, the processes 

responsible for the streaming of a TV channel are a special case because this type of process 

can only be killed in case the last channel spectator leaves the webpage. As a result, if a user 

who was looking at a channel leaves the webpage but he is not the only spectator, then the 

process can’t be killed because the other users want to continue viewing it. 

3.3.2. Data Base interaction 

As it has been observed in the description of the way the webpage works, the DB will be 

something very used. There are two types of interaction with the DB which can take place in 

this project: 

 Each time the user plays a video, it will have to be recorded so as to register his state. 

In case the video is played using a GStreamer streaming pipeline, the process 

identifier of the command-line used will be recorded so as to be able to kill it if 

necessary in the future. 
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 A list of all the TV channels which can be tuned will be recorded in the DB. That list 

will specify the channels MPEG-2 TS parameters so that the system can access easily 

to them when a user selects a determinate TV channel to be played. 

Nevertheless, there’s something that must be done before interacting with the DB: connect to 

the database “thesis” (created in the section 3.1.4) using the user “thesis”. This connection will 

take place in the file “connect.php”. As it can be seen in Annex 2 (where all code files are 

included), the connection is established once the user enters into the webpage and this 

connection keeps associate to the global variable conn. This variable will be used many times 

in the file “functions.php” because there’s where all the DB interaction functions were 

programmed. 

Another aspect which has to be pointed out is that each time the page is loaded (or refreshed) 

the system will check if the DB tables config and channels already exist and, if not, they are 

going to be created. Concretely, if the channels table has to be created, it will also be fitted 

with all the TV channel information which is included in the file “channels.conf”; this file will be 

created when the user clicks on the “Settings” tab and makes a tuning. 

Finally, it must be commented that during the developing process of this webpage the 

phpMyAdmin tool has been very useful because it has offered a very understanding and 

intuitive view of the DB status. 

3.3.3. Tab behavior 

In this subsection the basic tab behavior of the webpage will be explained in order to inform 

about the way the user can switch between the video options and what will happen within 

these interactions. 

3.3.3.1. Page refresh 

When the page is first loaded or it is refreshed, the Hard Disk tab will usually selected. 

However, if the user is already in the DB, meaning he is reproducing a video, the appropriate 

tab will be automatically selected. For example, if a user is currently reproducing a video from 

Internet and he refreshes the page, the online video tab will be selected. Thus, this feature is 

important to avoid problems and to make its use simpler to the user. 

3.3.3.2. Tab change 

When the user clicks in order to change from a tab to another, the system will check if the user 

was already in the DB and, if positive, it will delete him from there; now, the user status will be 

null until he plays another video. In addition, if the user was playing a video using a GStreamer 

process and that process will not be necessary any more, it will be killed (in case the video will 

not be seen any more by anyone). 

3.3.4. Full-screen mode 

The webpage offers the possibility of viewing any video which is being played in full-screen 

mode. This feature has been possible by a very simple JavaScript order where the element 

with identifier “video” will be forced to enter in full-screen. 
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function full_screen(){ 

 document.getElementById("video").webkitEnterFullScreen(); 

} 

The order has been included in a function in order to make it executable from an onclick event 

of the <video> tag with identifier “video”. As a result, each time the user clicks on the video, 

the reproduction enters into full-screen mode so as to view it in better conditions. Once there, 

if the user wants to return to the normal view, he can press the Escape key on the keyboard. 

 

Figure 3.12: Example of Full-screen mode in Chrome browser 

3.3.5. Tuning command  

As it was explained in section 2.3.3, the Linux application which will be used to generate the 

file “channels.conf” is w_scan. In this section it is going to be explained the entire command 

which will be used in the “Settings” tab of the webpage to realize the tuning. 

First of all the user has to specify the country where it is going to be done the tuning and then 

he will press the button. Then, the webpage will have all the information it needs to execute 

the command. This execution will be done from the file “tuning.php” and the command will 

be, e.g. supposing it is being done in Italy: 

w_scan -ft -c IT -X -R 0 -E 0 -O 0 -t 3 > channels.conf 

The meaning of the options which will be used are now explained: 

-ft This means we are going to use a DVB-T device to tune 

-c IT Here it is being specified the country where the tuning is taking place 

-X This forces the output to be generated zap/czap/xine 

-R 0 Avoid tuning radio channels 

-E 0 Forces to tune only free TV channels 

-O 0 Avoid tuning other services 

-t 3 Forces to have the slowest tuning timeout so as to ensure it will work on slow 

devices or on bad reception conditions 

3.3.6. Process killing 

As it has been explained many times in the previous sections, the webpage is always aware of 

avoiding the system to have infinite running processes. In order to summarize the behavior of 
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the process killing, the following scheme describes what is doing done when the user wants to 

stop watching a video or a TV channel. 

 

Figure 3.13: Process killing scheme 

3.3.7. Code 

In order to avoid a long section full of code, all code files have been included in Annex 2. So, if 

the reader is interested in looking at the entire code, they can be consulted to understand all 

the features which have been included. 
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4. Results 

Finally, after having described the system it has been designed and developed in the project, in 

this chapter the results will be shown. The demonstration of the operation of the system will 

be presented in a laptop device and the webpage will be the main used tool since all the 

system features can be shown from there. Concretely, the test will be run on Chrome browser 

(version 20.0.1132.57) since it is a complete and powerful browser which has given best 

behavior with the OGG video format. 

The test demonstration will be done in a computer with local IP address 192.168.2.161 and the 

test will take place in localhost. Therefore, the client IP address and the server IP address (the 

host IP it must be introduced as URL in order to access the Apache server) will be the same in 

this case; but when a user with different IP address accesses “http://192.168.2.161”, the 

behavior of the system will be exactly the same. 

4.1. Test 

Supposing that all the settings have been correctly applied previously in the system device, the 

first thing to do when the webpage is accessed by first time will be to make a tuning of the TV 

channels of the current country. To do so, when the web is loaded the user must click on the 

“Settings” tab and then the following page will be shown: 

 
Figure 4.1: Settings 

Afterwards, the only thing to do is to select the country within the list which is offered, and 

then click on the “Start Tuning” button. As a result, the tuning process will start and the page 

will show the message “Please wait until tuning is complete...”. The tuning process normally 
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takes around 20 minutes and it is recommended not to switch the selected tab. Once it is 

finished an alert window will tell the user that the tuning has been satisfactory realized. 

4.1.1. Hard Disk video 

Then, first let’s consider that the user wants to view a video from the Hard Disk (from the 

directory “/var/www/videos/”). So, if the “Hard Disk” tab is clicked, the user will see this page: 

 
Figure 4.2: Hard Disk video 

As it can be seen, the user can choose whether to play a video using GStreamer streaming or 

viewing it directly. The choice can be done by clicking on the switch blue button. 

 
Figure 4.3: Hard Disk video using GStreamer streaming 

 
Figure 4.4: Hard Disk video directly from its directory path 
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4.1.2. Online video 

Second, if the user prefsers viewing an online video and he knows the URL from where it can 

be reproduced, he might click on the “HTTP” tab. Once here, the user will see a page with the 

same switch button as in the Hard Disk video case in order to select whether to play the video 

streaming it with GStreamer or not. Moreover, the user will have to specify the video URL into 

an input textbox and click on the “Ok” button. Then, in case the introduced URL is not valid, an 

alert message will appear indicating it: 

 
Figure 4.5: Online video. Invalid URL 

Nevertheless, if the introduced URL is valid, the video will start playing. 

 
Figure 4.6: Online video using GStreamer streaming 

 
Figure 4.7: Online video directly from its URL address 
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4.1.3. TV channel 

Finally, in case the user wants to view a TV channel using the DVB-T device, he will have to click 

on the “DVB-T” tab and he will see the following page: 

 
Figure 4.8: DBT-T TV channel. No favorite channels yet 

In this latter screenshot, as any user hasn’t reproduced any TV channel yet, the favorite list of 

channels is not displayed. However, once a channel is reproduced, it will appear in a list of 

favorite channels. Furthermore, the list will be put into order depending on the number of 

views of the channels. 

 

Figure 4.9: DVB-T TV channel 
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5. Conclusions and future features 

In this final chapter, the main conclusions of the present project will be detailed. In addition, 

some features which could be applied to the system will be presented. These features could 

mean improvements of the system or simple modifications in order to adapt the system to the 

new tools which will appear. 

5.1. Conclusions 

The aim of this thesis was to study the viability of developing a system in a device which could 

stream videos in order that any user could reproduce them in their Internet browser. As a 

result, this main objective has been reached because the system works correctly in the 

designed architecture. 

First, system requirements have demanded a system device with Linux operating system, 

Internet connection, USB port for a DVB-T stick and Hard Disk. These requirements can be 

fulfilled with a laptop, but also with a STB ODROID-X board, a new powerful device which 

excels for its low-cost and its capacities. 

Second, GStreamer has made possible to stream videos from the Hard Disk, from the Internet 

or even TV channels which are tuned with a DVB-T stick. Therefore, being able to build 

GStreamer pipelines which are able to stream these kinds of video has made the system 

adaptive to the demands of the user. 

Finally, another objective which has been reached is to design the system so as that any user 

can access a webpage and then be able to control the device from there without any other 

device than his computer, tablet or smartphone. Furthermore, the webpage has been 

designed to be intuitive in order to facilitate its use to anyone who wants to access it. 

5.2. Future features 

Further studies related to this thesis should be directed to study the possibility of adding some 

features of the open-source project Web Real-Time Communication. WebRTC is an open-

source framework which allows browsers to conduct real-time communication, i.e. it could 

allow the system to stream any video through Internet at real-time. Therefore, this powerful 

feature could be a significant improvement to the current project; e.g. users could view a 

streaming video from outside the STB device network without any problems. 
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Another possible step to follow would be to implement the same architecture in an ODROID-X 

device so as to prove that the system can work in a Set-Top Box as well. It would be interesting 

to keep working in the project so as to test the system in different devices. In addition, 

feedback between developers and users has to be always taken into big consideration since it 

is the key to make the system consistent. 
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GStreamer
http://gstreamer.freedesktop.org/
http://gstreamer.freedesktop.org/data/doc/gstreamer/head/manual/manual.pdf
http://gstreamer.freedesktop.org/data/doc/gstreamer/head/pwg/pwg.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DVB-T
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MPEG_transport_stream
http://www.hauppauge.co.uk/site/products/data_novatstick.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HTML5
http://www.w3schools.com/html5/default.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/css/default.asp
http://it2.php.net/manual/en/index.php
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JavaScript
http://www.w3schools.com/js/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ajax_(programming)
http://www.w3schools.com/ajax/ajax_intro.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/sql/default.asp
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Annexes 

Annex 1: GStreamer elements 

Source element filesrc 

Factory Details: 

  Long name: File Source 

  Class: Source/File 

  Description: Read from arbitrary point in a file 

  Author(s): Erik Walthinsen <omega@cse.ogi.edu> 

  Rank:  primary (256) 

 

Plugin Details: 

  Name:   coreelements 

  Description:  standard GStreamer elements 

  Filename:  /usr/lib/i386-linux-gnu/gstreamer-0.10/libgstcoreelements.so 

  Version:  0.10.36 

  License:  LGPL 

  Source module: gstreamer 

  Source release date: 2012-02-20 

  Binary package: GStreamer (Ubuntu) 

  Origin URL:  https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+source/gstreamer0.10 

 

GObject 

 +----GstObject 

       +----GstElement 

             +----GstBaseSrc 

                   +----GstFileSrc 

 

Interfaces implementados: 

  GstURIHandler 

 

Pad Templates: 

  SRC template: 'src' 

    Availability: Always 

    Capabilities: 

      ANY 

 

 

Element Flags: 

  no flags set 

 

Element Implementation: 

  Has change_state() function: gst_base_src_change_state 

  Has custom save_thyself() function: gst_element_save_thyself 

  Has custom restore_thyself() function: gst_element_restore_thyself 

 

Element has no clocking capabilities. 

Element has no indexing capabilities. 

 

URI handling capabilities: 

  Element can act as source. 
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  Supported URI protocols: 

    file 

 

Pads: 

  SRC: 'src' 

    Implementation: 

      Has getrangefunc(): gst_base_src_pad_get_range 

      Has custom eventfunc(): gst_base_src_event_handler 

      Has custom queryfunc(): gst_base_src_query 

      Has custom iterintlinkfunc(): gst_pad_iterate_internal_links_default 

      Has getcapsfunc(): gst_base_src_getcaps 

      Has setcapsfunc(): gst_base_src_setcaps 

      Has acceptcapsfunc(): gst_pad_acceptcaps_default 

      Has fixatecapsfunc(): gst_base_src_fixate 

    Pad Template: 'src' 

 

Element Properties: 

  name                : The name of the object 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        String. Default: "filesrc0" 

  blocksize           : Size in bytes to read per buffer (-1 = default) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Unsigned Long. Range: 0 - 4294967295 Default: 4096  

  num-buffers         : Number of buffers to output before sending EOS (-1 = unlimited) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Integer. Range: -1 - 2147483647 Default: -1  

  typefind            : Run typefind before negotiating 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: false 

  do-timestamp        : Apply current stream time to buffers 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: false 

  location            : Location of the file to read 

                        flags: legible, escribible, intercambiable sÃ³lo entre los 

estados NULL o READY 

                        String. Default: null 

  fd                  : File-descriptor for the file being mmap()d 

                        flags: legible 

                        Integer. Range: 0 - 2147483647 Default: 0  

  mmapsize            : Size in bytes of mmap()d regions 

                        flags: legible, escribible, intercambiable entre los estados 

NULL, READY, PAUSED o PLAYING 

                        Unsigned Long. Range: 0 - 4294967295 Default: 4194304  

  sequential          : Whether to use madvise to hint to the kernel that access to 

mmap pages will be sequential 

                        flags: legible, escribible, intercambiable entre los estados 

NULL, READY, PAUSED o PLAYING 

                        Boolean. Default: false 

  touch               : Touch mmapped data regions to force them to be read from disk 

                        flags: legible, escribible, intercambiable entre los estados 

NULL, READY, PAUSED o PLAYING 

                        Boolean. Default: true 

  use-mmap            : Whether to use mmap() instead of read() 

                        flags: legible, escribible, intercambiable sÃ³lo entre los 

estados NULL o READY 

                        Boolean. Default: false 

 

Source element souphttpsrc 

Factory Details: 

  Long name: HTTP client source 

  Class: Source/Network 

  Description: Receive data as a client over the network via HTTP using SOUP 

  Author(s): Wouter Cloetens <wouter@mind.be> 

  Rank:  primary (256) 
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Plugin Details: 

  Name:   soup 

  Description:  libsoup HTTP client src/sink 

  Filename:  /usr/lib/i386-linux-gnu/gstreamer-0.10/libgstsouphttpsrc.so 

  Version:  0.10.31 

  License:  LGPL 

  Source module: gst-plugins-good 

  Source release date: 2012-02-20 

  Binary package: GStreamer Good Plugins (Ubuntu) 

  Origin URL:  https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+source/gst-plugins-good0.10 

 

GObject 

 +----GstObject 

       +----GstElement 

             +----GstBaseSrc 

                   +----GstPushSrc 

                         +----GstSoupHTTPSrc 

 

Interfaces implementados: 

  GstURIHandler 

 

Pad Templates: 

  SRC template: 'src' 

    Availability: Always 

    Capabilities: 

      ANY 

 

 

Element Flags: 

  no flags set 

 

Element Implementation: 

  Has change_state() function: gst_base_src_change_state 

  Has custom save_thyself() function: gst_element_save_thyself 

  Has custom restore_thyself() function: gst_element_restore_thyself 

 

Element has no clocking capabilities. 

Element has no indexing capabilities. 

 

URI handling capabilities: 

  Element can act as source. 

  Supported URI protocols: 

    http 

    https 

 

Pads: 

  SRC: 'src' 

    Implementation: 

      Has getrangefunc(): gst_base_src_pad_get_range 

      Has custom eventfunc(): gst_base_src_event_handler 

      Has custom queryfunc(): gst_base_src_query 

      Has custom iterintlinkfunc(): gst_pad_iterate_internal_links_default 

      Has getcapsfunc(): gst_base_src_getcaps 

      Has setcapsfunc(): gst_base_src_setcaps 

      Has acceptcapsfunc(): gst_pad_acceptcaps_default 

      Has fixatecapsfunc(): gst_base_src_fixate 

    Pad Template: 'src' 

 

Element Properties: 

  name                : The name of the object 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        String. Default: "souphttpsrc0" 

  blocksize           : Size in bytes to read per buffer (-1 = default) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Unsigned Long. Range: 0 - 4294967295 Default: 4096  

  num-buffers         : Number of buffers to output before sending EOS (-1 = unlimited) 
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                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Integer. Range: -1 - 2147483647 Default: -1  

  typefind            : Run typefind before negotiating 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: false 

  do-timestamp        : Apply current stream time to buffers 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: false 

  location            : Location to read from 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        String. Default: null 

  is-live             : Act like a live source 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: false 

  user-agent          : Value of the User-Agent HTTP request header field 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        String. Default: "GStreamer souphttpsrc " 

  automatic-redirect  : Automatically follow HTTP redirects (HTTP Status Code 3xx) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: true 

  proxy               : HTTP proxy server URI 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        String. Default: "" 

  user-id             : HTTP location URI user id for authentication 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        String. Default: null 

  user-pw             : HTTP location URI user password for authentication 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        String. Default: null 

  proxy-id            : HTTP proxy URI user id for authentication 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        String. Default: null 

  proxy-pw            : HTTP proxy URI user password for authentication 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        String. Default: null 

  cookies             : HTTP request cookies 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boxed pointer of type "GStrv" 

  iradio-mode         : Enable internet radio mode (extraction of shoutcast/icecast 

metadata) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: false 

  iradio-name         : Name of the stream 

                        flags: legible 

                        String. Default: null 

  iradio-genre        : Genre of the stream 

                        flags: legible 

                        String. Default: null 

  iradio-url          : Homepage URL for radio stream 

                        flags: legible 

                        String. Default: null 

  iradio-title        : Name of currently playing song 

                        flags: legible 

                        String. Default: null 

  timeout             : Value in seconds to timeout a blocking I/O (0 = No timeout). 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Unsigned Integer. Range: 0 - 3600 Default: 0  

  extra-headers       : Extra headers to append to the HTTP request 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boxed pointer of type "GstStructure" 

 

Source bin dvbbasebin 

Factory Details: 

  Long name: DVB bin 
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  Class: Source/Bin/Video 

  Description: Access descramble and split DVB streams 

  Author(s): Alessandro Decina <alessandro@nnva.org> 

  Rank:  none (0) 

 

Plugin Details: 

  Name:   dvb 

  Description:  DVB elements 

  Filename:  /usr/lib/i386-linux-gnu/gstreamer-0.10/libgstdvb.so 

  Version:  0.10.22.3 

  License:  LGPL 

  Source module: gst-plugins-bad 

  Source release date: 2012-04-10 20:19 (UTC) 

  Binary package: GStreamer Bad Plugins (Ubuntu) 

  Origin URL:  https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+source/gst-plugins-bad0.10 

 

GObject 

 +----GstObject 

       +----GstElement 

             +----GstBin 

                   +----DvbBaseBin 

 

Interfaces implementados: 

  GstChildProxy 

  GstURIHandler 

 

Pad Templates: 

  SRC template: 'program_%d' 

    Availability: Sometimes 

    Capabilities: 

      video/mpegts 

           systemstream: true 

 

  SRC template: 'src%d' 

    Availability: On request 

      Has request_new_pad() function: 0xb6d906c0 

    Capabilities: 

      video/mpegts 

           systemstream: true 

 

 

Element Flags: 

  no flags set 

 

Bin Flags: 

  no flags set 

 

Element Implementation: 

  Has change_state() function: 0xb6d90c40 

  Has custom save_thyself() function: gst_bin_save_thyself 

  Has custom restore_thyself() function: gst_bin_restore_thyself 

 

Clocking Interaction: 

  element requires a clock 

  element is supposed to provide a clock but returned NULL 

 

Indexing capabilities: 

  element can do indexing 

 

URI handling capabilities: 

  Element can act as source. 

  Supported URI protocols: 

    dvb 

 

Pads: 

  none 
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Element Properties: 

  name                : The name of the object 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        String. Default: "dvbbasebin0" 

  async-handling      : The bin will handle Asynchronous state changes 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: false 

  message-forward     : Forwards all children messages 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: false 

  adapter             : The adapter device number (eg. 0 for adapter0) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Integer. Range: 0 - 16 Default: 0  

  frontend            : The frontend device number (eg. 0 for frontend0) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Integer. Range: 0 - 16 Default: 0  

  diseqc-source       : DISEqC selected source (-1 disabled) (DVB-S) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Integer. Range: -1 - 7 Default: -1  

  frequency           : Frequency 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Unsigned Integer. Range: 0 - 4294967295 Default: 0  

  polarity            : Polarity [vhHV] (DVB-S) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        String. Default: "H" 

  symbol-rate         : Symbol Rate (DVB-S, DVB-C) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Unsigned Integer. Range: 0 - 4294967295 Default: 0  

  bandwidth           : Bandwidth (DVB-T) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Enum "GstDvbSrcBandwidth" Default: 1, "7" 

                           (0): 8                - 8 

                           (1): 7                - 7 

                           (2): 6                - 6 

                           (3): AUTO             - AUTO 

  code-rate-hp        : High Priority Code Rate (DVB-T, DVB-S and DVB-C) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Enum "GstDvbSrcCode_Rate" Default: 9, "auto" 

                           (0): none             - NONE 

                           (1): 1/2              - 1/2 

                           (2): 2/3              - 2/3 

                           (3): 3/4              - 3/4 

                           (4): 4/5              - 4/5 

                           (5): 5/6              - 5/6 

                           (6): 6/7              - 6/7 

                           (7): 7/8              - 7/8 

                           (8): 8/9              - 8/9 

                           (9): auto             - AUTO 

  code-rate-lp        : Low Priority Code Rate (DVB-T) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Enum "GstDvbSrcCode_Rate" Default: 1, "1/2" 

                           (0): none             - NONE 

                           (1): 1/2              - 1/2 

                           (2): 2/3              - 2/3 

                           (3): 3/4              - 3/4 

                           (4): 4/5              - 4/5 

                           (5): 5/6              - 5/6 

                           (6): 6/7              - 6/7 

                           (7): 7/8              - 7/8 

                           (8): 8/9              - 8/9 

                           (9): auto             - AUTO 

  guard               : Guard Interval (DVB-T) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Enum "GstDvbSrcGuard" Default: 1, "16" 

                           (0): 32               - 32 

                           (1): 16               - 16 

                           (2): 8                - 8 
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                           (3): 4                - 4 

                           (4): auto             - AUTO 

  modulation          : Modulation (DVB-T and DVB-C) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Enum "GstDvbSrcModulation" Default: 1, "qam-16" 

                           (0): qpsk             - QPSK 

                           (1): qam-16           - QAM 16 

                           (2): qam-32           - QAM 32 

                           (3): qam-64           - QAM 64 

                           (4): qam-128          - QAM 128 

                           (5): qam-256          - QAM 256 

                           (6): auto             - AUTO 

                           (7): 8vsb             - 8VSB 

                           (8): 16vsb            - 16VSB 

  trans-mode          : Transmission Mode (DVB-T) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Enum "GstDvbSrcTransmission_Mode" Default: 1, "8k" 

                           (0): 2k               - 2K 

                           (1): 8k               - 8K 

                           (2): auto             - AUTO 

  hierarchy           : Hierarchy Information (DVB-T) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Enum "GstDvbSrcHierarchy" Default: 1, "1" 

                           (0): none             - NONE 

                           (1): 1                - 1 

                           (2): 2                - 2 

                           (3): 4                - 4 

                           (4): auto             - AUTO 

  inversion           : Inversion Information (DVB-T and DVB-C) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Enum "GstDvbSrcInversion" Default: 1, "on" 

                           (0): off              - OFF 

                           (1): on               - ON 

                           (2): auto             - AUTO 

  program-numbers     : Colon separated list of programs 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        String. Default: "" 

  stats-reporting-interval: The number of reads before reporting frontend stats 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Unsigned Integer. Range: 0 - 4294967295 Default: 100  

 

Element Signals: 

  "pad-added" :  void user_function (GstElement* object, 

                                     GstPad* arg0, 

                                     gpointer user_data); 

  "pad-removed" :  void user_function (GstElement* object, 

                                       GstPad* arg0, 

                                       gpointer user_data); 

  "no-more-pads" :  void user_function (GstElement* object, 

                                        gpointer user_data); 

 

Children: 

  mpegtsparse0 

  queue0 

  dvbsrc0 

Buffer element queue 

Factory Details: 

  Long name: Queue 

  Class: Generic 

  Description: Simple data queue 

  Author(s): Erik Walthinsen <omega@cse.ogi.edu> 

  Rank:  none (0) 

 

Plugin Details: 

  Name:   coreelements 
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  Description:  standard GStreamer elements 

  Filename:  /usr/lib/i386-linux-gnu/gstreamer-0.10/libgstcoreelements.so 

  Version:  0.10.36 

  License:  LGPL 

  Source module: gstreamer 

  Source release date: 2012-02-20 

  Binary package: GStreamer (Ubuntu) 

  Origin URL:  https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+source/gstreamer0.10 

 

GObject 

 +----GstObject 

       +----GstElement 

             +----GstQueue 

 

Pad Templates: 

  SRC template: 'src' 

    Availability: Always 

    Capabilities: 

      ANY 

 

  SINK template: 'sink' 

    Availability: Always 

    Capabilities: 

      ANY 

 

 

Element Flags: 

  no flags set 

 

Element Implementation: 

  Has change_state() function: gst_element_change_state_func 

  Has custom save_thyself() function: gst_element_save_thyself 

  Has custom restore_thyself() function: gst_element_restore_thyself 

 

Element has no clocking capabilities. 

Element has no indexing capabilities. 

Element has no URI handling capabilities. 

 

Pads: 

  SRC: 'src' 

    Implementation: 

      Has custom eventfunc(): gst_queue_handle_src_event 

      Has custom queryfunc(): gst_queue_handle_src_query 

      Has custom iterintlinkfunc(): gst_pad_iterate_internal_links_default 

      Has getcapsfunc(): gst_queue_getcaps 

      Has acceptcapsfunc(): gst_queue_acceptcaps 

    Pad Template: 'src' 

  SINK: 'sink' 

    Implementation: 

      Has chainfunc(): gst_queue_chain 

      Has custom eventfunc(): gst_queue_handle_sink_event 

      Has custom queryfunc(): gst_pad_query_default 

      Has custom iterintlinkfunc(): gst_pad_iterate_internal_links_default 

      Has bufferallocfunc(): gst_queue_bufferalloc 

      Has getcapsfunc(): gst_queue_getcaps 

      Has acceptcapsfunc(): gst_queue_acceptcaps 

    Pad Template: 'sink' 

 

Element Properties: 

  name                : The name of the object 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        String. Default: "queue0" 

  current-level-buffers: Current number of buffers in the queue 

                        flags: legible 

                        Unsigned Integer. Range: 0 - 4294967295 Default: 0  

  current-level-bytes : Current amount of data in the queue (bytes) 

                        flags: legible 
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                        Unsigned Integer. Range: 0 - 4294967295 Default: 0  

  current-level-time  : Current amount of data in the queue (in ns) 

                        flags: legible 

                        Unsigned Integer64. Range: 0 - 18446744073709551615 Default: 0  

  max-size-buffers    : Max. number of buffers in the queue (0=disable) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Unsigned Integer. Range: 0 - 4294967295 Default: 200  

  max-size-bytes      : Max. amount of data in the queue (bytes, 0=disable) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Unsigned Integer. Range: 0 - 4294967295 Default: 10485760  

  max-size-time       : Max. amount of data in the queue (in ns, 0=disable) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Unsigned Integer64. Range: 0 - 18446744073709551615 Default: 

1000000000  

  min-threshold-buffers: Min. number of buffers in the queue to allow reading 

(0=disable) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Unsigned Integer. Range: 0 - 4294967295 Default: 0  

  min-threshold-bytes : Min. amount of data in the queue to allow reading (bytes, 

0=disable) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Unsigned Integer. Range: 0 - 4294967295 Default: 0  

  min-threshold-time  : Min. amount of data in the queue to allow reading (in ns, 

0=disable) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Unsigned Integer64. Range: 0 - 18446744073709551615 Default: 0  

  leaky               : Where the queue leaks, if at all 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Enum "GstQueueLeaky" Default: 0, "no" 

                           (0): no               - Not Leaky 

                           (1): upstream         - Leaky on upstream (new buffers) 

                           (2): downstream       - Leaky on downstream (old buffers) 

  silent              : Don't emit queue signals 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: false 

 

Element Signals: 

  "underrun" :  void user_function (GstElement* object, 

                                    gpointer user_data); 

  "running" :  void user_function (GstElement* object, 

                                   gpointer user_data); 

  "overrun" :  void user_function (GstElement* object, 

                                   gpointer user_data); 

  "pushing" :  void user_function (GstElement* object, 

                                   gpointer user_data); 

Parser element mp3parse 

Factory Details: 

  Long name: MPEG1 Audio Parser 

  Class: Codec/Parser/Audio 

  Description: Parses and frames mpeg1 audio streams (levels 1-3), provides seek 

  Author(s): Jan Schmidt <thaytan@mad.scientist.com>,Erik Walthinsen 

<omega@cse.ogi.edu> 

  Rank:  primary + 1 (257) 

 

Plugin Details: 

  Name:   mpegaudioparse 

  Description:  MPEG-1 layer 1/2/3 audio stream elements 

  Filename:  /usr/lib/i386-linux-gnu/gstreamer-0.10/libgstmpegaudioparse.so 

  Version:  0.10.18.3 

  License:  LGPL 

  Source module: gst-plugins-ugly 

  Source release date: 2012-02-07 17:17 (UTC) 

  Binary package: GStreamer Ugly Plugins (Ubuntu) 

  Origin URL:  https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+source/gst-plugins-ugly0.10 
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GObject 

 +----GstObject 

       +----GstElement 

             +----GstMPEGAudioParse 

 

Pad Templates: 

  SRC template: 'src' 

    Availability: Always 

    Capabilities: 

      audio/mpeg 

            mpegversion: 1 

                  layer: [ 1, 3 ] 

                   rate: [ 8000, 48000 ] 

               channels: [ 1, 2 ] 

                 parsed: true 

 

  SINK template: 'sink' 

    Availability: Always 

    Capabilities: 

      audio/mpeg 

            mpegversion: 1 

                 parsed: false 

 

 

Element Flags: 

  no flags set 

 

Element Implementation: 

  Has change_state() function: 0xb6e3d530 

  Has custom save_thyself() function: gst_element_save_thyself 

  Has custom restore_thyself() function: gst_element_restore_thyself 

 

Element has no clocking capabilities. 

Element has no indexing capabilities. 

Element has no URI handling capabilities. 

 

Pads: 

  SRC: 'src' 

    Implementation: 

      Has custom eventfunc(): 0xb6e3dbc0 

      Has custom queryfunc(): 0xb6e3eff0 

        Provides query types: 

  (1): position (Current position) 

  (2): duration (Total duration) 

      Has custom iterintlinkfunc(): gst_pad_iterate_internal_links_default 

      Has getcapsfunc(): gst_pad_get_fixed_caps_func 

      Has acceptcapsfunc(): gst_pad_acceptcaps_default 

    Pad Template: 'src' 

  SINK: 'sink' 

    Implementation: 

      Has chainfunc(): 0xb6e43b40 

      Has custom eventfunc(): 0xb6e43e90 

      Has custom queryfunc(): gst_pad_query_default 

      Has custom iterintlinkfunc(): gst_pad_iterate_internal_links_default 

      Has acceptcapsfunc(): gst_pad_acceptcaps_default 

    Pad Template: 'sink' 

 

Element Properties: 

  name                : The name of the object 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        String. Default: "mpegaudioparse0" 

  skip                : skip 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Integer. Range: -2147483648 - 2147483647 Default: 0  

  bitrate             : Bit Rate 

                        flags: legible 

                        Integer. Range: -2147483648 - 2147483647 Default: 0  
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Convertor element audioconvert 

Factory Details: 

  Long name: Audio converter 

  Class: Filter/Converter/Audio 

  Description: Convert audio to different formats 

  Author(s): Benjamin Otte <otte@gnome.org> 

  Rank:  primary (256) 

 

Plugin Details: 

  Name:   audioconvert 

  Description:  Convert audio to different formats 

  Filename:  /usr/lib/i386-linux-gnu/gstreamer-0.10/libgstaudioconvert.so 

  Version:  0.10.36 

  License:  LGPL 

  Source module: gst-plugins-base 

  Source release date: 2012-02-20 

  Binary package: GStreamer Base Plugins (Ubuntu) 

  Origin URL:  https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+source/gst-plugins-base0.10 

 

GObject 

 +----GstObject 

       +----GstElement 

             +----GstBaseTransform 

                   +----GstAudioConvert 

 

Pad Templates: 

  SRC template: 'src' 

    Availability: Always 

    Capabilities: 

      audio/x-raw-float 

                   rate: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

               channels: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

             endianness: { 1234, 4321 } 

                  width: 64 

      audio/x-raw-float 

                   rate: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

               channels: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

             endianness: { 1234, 4321 } 

                  width: 32 

      audio/x-raw-int 

                   rate: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

               channels: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

             endianness: { 1234, 4321 } 

                  width: 32 

                  depth: [ 1, 32 ] 

                 signed: { true, false } 

      audio/x-raw-int 

                   rate: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

               channels: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

             endianness: { 1234, 4321 } 

                  width: 24 

                  depth: [ 1, 24 ] 

                 signed: { true, false } 

      audio/x-raw-int 

                   rate: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

               channels: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

             endianness: { 1234, 4321 } 

                  width: 16 

                  depth: [ 1, 16 ] 

                 signed: { true, false } 

      audio/x-raw-int 

                   rate: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

               channels: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 
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             endianness: { 1234, 4321 } 

                  width: 8 

                  depth: [ 1, 8 ] 

                 signed: { true, false } 

 

  SINK template: 'sink' 

    Availability: Always 

    Capabilities: 

      audio/x-raw-float 

                   rate: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

               channels: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

             endianness: { 1234, 4321 } 

                  width: 64 

      audio/x-raw-float 

                   rate: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

               channels: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

             endianness: { 1234, 4321 } 

                  width: 32 

      audio/x-raw-int 

                   rate: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

               channels: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

             endianness: { 1234, 4321 } 

                  width: 32 

                  depth: [ 1, 32 ] 

                 signed: { true, false } 

      audio/x-raw-int 

                   rate: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

               channels: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

             endianness: { 1234, 4321 } 

                  width: 24 

                  depth: [ 1, 24 ] 

                 signed: { true, false } 

      audio/x-raw-int 

                   rate: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

               channels: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

             endianness: { 1234, 4321 } 

                  width: 16 

                  depth: [ 1, 16 ] 

                 signed: { true, false } 

      audio/x-raw-int 

                   rate: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

               channels: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

             endianness: { 1234, 4321 } 

                  width: 8 

                  depth: [ 1, 8 ] 

                 signed: { true, false } 

 

 

Element Flags: 

  no flags set 

 

Element Implementation: 

  Has change_state() function: gst_element_change_state_func 

  Has custom save_thyself() function: gst_element_save_thyself 

  Has custom restore_thyself() function: gst_element_restore_thyself 

 

Element has no clocking capabilities. 

Element has no indexing capabilities. 

Element has no URI handling capabilities. 

 

Pads: 

  SRC: 'src' 

    Implementation: 

      Has getrangefunc(): gst_base_transform_getrange 

      Has custom eventfunc(): gst_base_transform_src_event 

      Has custom queryfunc(): gst_base_transform_query 

        Provides query types: 
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  (1): position (Current position) 

      Has custom iterintlinkfunc(): gst_pad_iterate_internal_links_default 

      Has getcapsfunc(): gst_base_transform_getcaps 

      Has acceptcapsfunc(): gst_base_transform_acceptcaps 

    Pad Template: 'src' 

  SINK: 'sink' 

    Implementation: 

      Has chainfunc(): gst_base_transform_chain 

      Has custom eventfunc(): gst_base_transform_sink_event 

      Has custom queryfunc(): gst_base_transform_query 

        Provides query types: 

  (1): position (Current position) 

      Has custom iterintlinkfunc(): gst_pad_iterate_internal_links_default 

      Has bufferallocfunc(): gst_base_transform_buffer_alloc 

      Has getcapsfunc(): gst_base_transform_getcaps 

      Has setcapsfunc(): gst_base_transform_setcaps 

      Has acceptcapsfunc(): gst_base_transform_acceptcaps 

    Pad Template: 'sink' 

 

Element Properties: 

  name                : The name of the object 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        String. Default: "audioconvert0" 

  qos                 : Handle Quality-of-Service events 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: false 

  dithering           : Selects between different dithering methods. 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Enum "GstAudioConvertDithering" Default: 2, "tpdf" 

                           (0): none             - No dithering 

                           (1): rpdf             - Rectangular dithering 

                           (2): tpdf             - Triangular dithering (default) 

                           (3): tpdf-hf          - High frequency triangular dithering 

  noise-shaping       : Selects between different noise shaping methods. 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Enum "GstAudioConvertNoiseShaping" Default: 0, "none" 

                           (0): none             - No noise shaping (default) 

                           (1): error-feedback   - Error feedback 

                           (2): simple           - Simple 2-pole noise shaping 

                           (3): medium           - Medium 5-pole noise shaping 

                           (4): high             - High 8-pole noise shaping 

 

Convertor element audioresample 

Factory Details: 

  Long name: Audio resampler 

  Class: Filter/Converter/Audio 

  Description: Resamples audio 

  Author(s): Sebastian DrÃ¶ge <sebastian.droege@collabora.co.uk> 

  Rank:  primary (256) 

 

Plugin Details: 

  Name:   audioresample 

  Description:  Resamples audio 

  Filename:  /usr/lib/i386-linux-gnu/gstreamer-0.10/libgstaudioresample.so 

  Version:  0.10.36 

  License:  LGPL 

  Source module: gst-plugins-base 

  Source release date: 2012-02-20 

  Binary package: GStreamer Base Plugins (Ubuntu) 

  Origin URL:  https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+source/gst-plugins-base0.10 

 

GObject 

 +----GstObject 

       +----GstElement 
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             +----GstBaseTransform 

                   +----GstAudioResample 

 

Pad Templates: 

  SRC template: 'src' 

    Availability: Always 

    Capabilities: 

      audio/x-raw-float 

                   rate: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

               channels: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

             endianness: 1234 

                  width: { 32, 64 } 

      audio/x-raw-int 

                   rate: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

               channels: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

             endianness: 1234 

                  width: 32 

                  depth: 32 

                 signed: true 

      audio/x-raw-int 

                   rate: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

               channels: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

             endianness: 1234 

                  width: 24 

                  depth: 24 

                 signed: true 

      audio/x-raw-int 

                   rate: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

               channels: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

             endianness: 1234 

                  width: 16 

                  depth: 16 

                 signed: true 

      audio/x-raw-int 

                   rate: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

               channels: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

             endianness: 1234 

                  width: 8 

                  depth: 8 

                 signed: true 

 

  SINK template: 'sink' 

    Availability: Always 

    Capabilities: 

      audio/x-raw-float 

                   rate: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

               channels: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

             endianness: 1234 

                  width: { 32, 64 } 

      audio/x-raw-int 

                   rate: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

               channels: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

             endianness: 1234 

                  width: 32 

                  depth: 32 

                 signed: true 

      audio/x-raw-int 

                   rate: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

               channels: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

             endianness: 1234 

                  width: 24 

                  depth: 24 

                 signed: true 

      audio/x-raw-int 

                   rate: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

               channels: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

             endianness: 1234 
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                  width: 16 

                  depth: 16 

                 signed: true 

      audio/x-raw-int 

                   rate: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

               channels: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

             endianness: 1234 

                  width: 8 

                  depth: 8 

                 signed: true 

 

 

Element Flags: 

  no flags set 

 

Element Implementation: 

  Has change_state() function: gst_element_change_state_func 

  Has custom save_thyself() function: gst_element_save_thyself 

  Has custom restore_thyself() function: gst_element_restore_thyself 

 

Element has no clocking capabilities. 

Element has no indexing capabilities. 

Element has no URI handling capabilities. 

 

Pads: 

  SRC: 'src' 

    Implementation: 

      Has getrangefunc(): gst_base_transform_getrange 

      Has custom eventfunc(): gst_base_transform_src_event 

      Has custom queryfunc(): 0xb6d9d3a0 

        Provides query types: 

  (3): latency (Latency) 

      Has custom iterintlinkfunc(): gst_pad_iterate_internal_links_default 

      Has getcapsfunc(): gst_base_transform_getcaps 

      Has acceptcapsfunc(): gst_base_transform_acceptcaps 

    Pad Template: 'src' 

  SINK: 'sink' 

    Implementation: 

      Has chainfunc(): gst_base_transform_chain 

      Has custom eventfunc(): gst_base_transform_sink_event 

      Has custom queryfunc(): gst_base_transform_query 

        Provides query types: 

  (1): position (Current position) 

      Has custom iterintlinkfunc(): gst_pad_iterate_internal_links_default 

      Has bufferallocfunc(): gst_base_transform_buffer_alloc 

      Has getcapsfunc(): gst_base_transform_getcaps 

      Has setcapsfunc(): gst_base_transform_setcaps 

      Has acceptcapsfunc(): gst_base_transform_acceptcaps 

    Pad Template: 'sink' 

 

Element Properties: 

  name                : The name of the object 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        String. Default: "audioresample0" 

  qos                 : Handle Quality-of-Service events 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: false 

  quality             : Resample quality with 0 being the lowest and 10 being the best 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Integer. Range: 0 - 10 Default: 4  

  filter-length       : Length of the resample filter 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Integer. Range: 0 - 2147483647 Default: 64  
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Convertor element ffmpegcolorspace 

Factory Details: 

  Long name: FFMPEG Colorspace converter 

  Class: Filter/Converter/Video 

  Description: Converts video from one colorspace to another 

  Author(s): GStreamer maintainers <gstreamer-devel@lists.sourceforge.net> 

  Rank:  none (0) 

 

Plugin Details: 

  Name:   ffmpegcolorspace 

  Description:  colorspace conversion copied from FFMpeg 0.4.9-pre1 

  Filename:  /usr/lib/i386-linux-gnu/gstreamer-0.10/libgstffmpegcolorspace.so 

  Version:  0.10.36 

  License:  LGPL 

  Source module: gst-plugins-base 

  Source release date: 2012-02-20 

  Binary package: FFMpeg 

  Origin URL:  http://ffmpeg.sourceforge.net/ 

 

GObject 

 +----GstObject 

       +----GstElement 

             +----GstBaseTransform 

                   +----GstVideoFilter 

                         +----GstFFMpegCsp 

 

Pad Templates: 

  SRC template: 'src' 

    Availability: Always 

    Capabilities: 

      video/x-raw-yuv 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 

                 format: { I420, NV12, NV21, YV12, YUY2, Y42B, Y444, YUV9, YVU9, Y41B, 

Y800, Y8  , GREY, Y16 , UYVY, YVYU, IYU1, v308, AYUV, A420 } 

      video/x-raw-rgb 

                    bpp: 24 

                  depth: 24 

             endianness: 4321 

               red_mask: 16711680 

             green_mask: 65280 

              blue_mask: 255 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 

      video/x-raw-rgb 

                    bpp: 24 

                  depth: 24 

             endianness: 4321 

               red_mask: 255 

             green_mask: 65280 

              blue_mask: 16711680 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 

      video/x-raw-rgb 

                    bpp: 32 

                  depth: 24 

             endianness: 4321 

               red_mask: -16777216 

             green_mask: 16711680 

              blue_mask: 65280 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 
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      video/x-raw-rgb 

                    bpp: 32 

                  depth: 24 

             endianness: 4321 

               red_mask: 16711680 

             green_mask: 65280 

              blue_mask: 255 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 

      video/x-raw-rgb 

                    bpp: 32 

                  depth: 24 

             endianness: 4321 

               red_mask: 65280 

             green_mask: 16711680 

              blue_mask: -16777216 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 

      video/x-raw-rgb 

                    bpp: 32 

                  depth: 24 

             endianness: 4321 

               red_mask: 255 

             green_mask: 65280 

              blue_mask: 16711680 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 

      video/x-raw-rgb 

                    bpp: 32 

                  depth: 32 

             endianness: 4321 

               red_mask: -16777216 

             green_mask: 16711680 

              blue_mask: 65280 

             alpha_mask: 255 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 

      video/x-raw-rgb 

                    bpp: 32 

                  depth: 32 

             endianness: 4321 

               red_mask: 16711680 

             green_mask: 65280 

              blue_mask: 255 

             alpha_mask: -16777216 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 

      video/x-raw-rgb 

                    bpp: 32 

                  depth: 32 

             endianness: 4321 

               red_mask: 65280 

             green_mask: 16711680 

              blue_mask: -16777216 

             alpha_mask: 255 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 

      video/x-raw-rgb 

                    bpp: 32 

                  depth: 32 

             endianness: 4321 
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               red_mask: 255 

             green_mask: 65280 

              blue_mask: 16711680 

             alpha_mask: -16777216 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 

      video/x-raw-rgb 

                    bpp: 16 

                  depth: 16 

             endianness: 1234 

               red_mask: 63488 

             green_mask: 2016 

              blue_mask: 31 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 

      video/x-raw-rgb 

                    bpp: 16 

                  depth: 15 

             endianness: 1234 

               red_mask: 31744 

             green_mask: 992 

              blue_mask: 31 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 

      video/x-raw-rgb 

                    bpp: 8 

                  depth: 8 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 

      video/x-raw-gray 

                    bpp: 8 

                  depth: 8 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 

      video/x-raw-gray 

                    bpp: 16 

                  depth: 16 

             endianness: 4321 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 

      video/x-raw-gray 

                    bpp: 16 

                  depth: 16 

             endianness: 1234 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 

 

  SINK template: 'sink' 

    Availability: Always 

    Capabilities: 

      video/x-raw-yuv 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 

                 format: { I420, NV12, NV21, YV12, YUY2, Y42B, Y444, YUV9, YVU9, Y41B, 

Y800, Y8  , GREY, Y16 , UYVY, YVYU, IYU1, v308, AYUV, A420 } 

      video/x-raw-rgb 

                    bpp: 24 

                  depth: 24 

             endianness: 4321 
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               red_mask: 16711680 

             green_mask: 65280 

              blue_mask: 255 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 

      video/x-raw-rgb 

                    bpp: 24 

                  depth: 24 

             endianness: 4321 

               red_mask: 255 

             green_mask: 65280 

              blue_mask: 16711680 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 

      video/x-raw-rgb 

                    bpp: 32 

                  depth: 24 

             endianness: 4321 

               red_mask: -16777216 

             green_mask: 16711680 

              blue_mask: 65280 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 

      video/x-raw-rgb 

                    bpp: 32 

                  depth: 24 

             endianness: 4321 

               red_mask: 16711680 

             green_mask: 65280 

              blue_mask: 255 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 

      video/x-raw-rgb 

                    bpp: 32 

                  depth: 24 

             endianness: 4321 

               red_mask: 65280 

             green_mask: 16711680 

              blue_mask: -16777216 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 

      video/x-raw-rgb 

                    bpp: 32 

                  depth: 24 

             endianness: 4321 

               red_mask: 255 

             green_mask: 65280 

              blue_mask: 16711680 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 

      video/x-raw-rgb 

                    bpp: 32 

                  depth: 32 

             endianness: 4321 

               red_mask: -16777216 

             green_mask: 16711680 

              blue_mask: 65280 

             alpha_mask: 255 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 
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      video/x-raw-rgb 

                    bpp: 32 

                  depth: 32 

             endianness: 4321 

               red_mask: 16711680 

             green_mask: 65280 

              blue_mask: 255 

             alpha_mask: -16777216 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 

      video/x-raw-rgb 

                    bpp: 32 

                  depth: 32 

             endianness: 4321 

               red_mask: 65280 

             green_mask: 16711680 

              blue_mask: -16777216 

             alpha_mask: 255 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 

      video/x-raw-rgb 

                    bpp: 32 

                  depth: 32 

             endianness: 4321 

               red_mask: 255 

             green_mask: 65280 

              blue_mask: 16711680 

             alpha_mask: -16777216 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 

      video/x-raw-rgb 

                    bpp: 16 

                  depth: 16 

             endianness: 1234 

               red_mask: 63488 

             green_mask: 2016 

              blue_mask: 31 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 

      video/x-raw-rgb 

                    bpp: 16 

                  depth: 15 

             endianness: 1234 

               red_mask: 31744 

             green_mask: 992 

              blue_mask: 31 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 

      video/x-raw-rgb 

                    bpp: 8 

                  depth: 8 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 

      video/x-raw-gray 

                    bpp: 8 

                  depth: 8 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 

      video/x-raw-gray 

                    bpp: 16 
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                  depth: 16 

             endianness: 4321 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 

      video/x-raw-gray 

                    bpp: 16 

                  depth: 16 

             endianness: 1234 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 

 

 

Element Flags: 

  no flags set 

 

Element Implementation: 

  Has change_state() function: gst_element_change_state_func 

  Has custom save_thyself() function: gst_element_save_thyself 

  Has custom restore_thyself() function: gst_element_restore_thyself 

 

Element has no clocking capabilities. 

Element has no indexing capabilities. 

Element has no URI handling capabilities. 

 

Pads: 

  SRC: 'src' 

    Implementation: 

      Has getrangefunc(): gst_base_transform_getrange 

      Has custom eventfunc(): gst_base_transform_src_event 

      Has custom queryfunc(): gst_base_transform_query 

        Provides query types: 

  (1): position (Current position) 

      Has custom iterintlinkfunc(): gst_pad_iterate_internal_links_default 

      Has getcapsfunc(): gst_base_transform_getcaps 

      Has acceptcapsfunc(): gst_base_transform_acceptcaps 

    Pad Template: 'src' 

  SINK: 'sink' 

    Implementation: 

      Has chainfunc(): gst_base_transform_chain 

      Has custom eventfunc(): gst_base_transform_sink_event 

      Has custom queryfunc(): gst_base_transform_query 

        Provides query types: 

  (1): position (Current position) 

      Has custom iterintlinkfunc(): gst_pad_iterate_internal_links_default 

      Has bufferallocfunc(): gst_base_transform_buffer_alloc 

      Has getcapsfunc(): gst_base_transform_getcaps 

      Has setcapsfunc(): gst_base_transform_setcaps 

      Has acceptcapsfunc(): gst_base_transform_acceptcaps 

    Pad Template: 'sink' 

 

Element Properties: 

  name                : The name of the object 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        String. Default: "ffmpegcsp0" 

  qos                 : Handle Quality-of-Service events 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: true 

 

Decoder element mad 

Factory Details: 

  Long name: mad mp3 decoder 

  Class: Codec/Decoder/Audio 
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  Description: Uses mad code to decode mp3 streams 

  Author(s): Wim Taymans <wim@fluendo.com> 

  Rank:  secondary (128) 

 

Plugin Details: 

  Name:   mad 

  Description:  mp3 decoding based on the mad library 

  Filename:  /usr/lib/i386-linux-gnu/gstreamer-0.10/libgstmad.so 

  Version:  0.10.18.3 

  License:  GPL 

  Source module: gst-plugins-ugly 

  Source release date: 2012-02-07 17:17 (UTC) 

  Binary package: GStreamer Ugly Plugins (Ubuntu) 

  Origin URL:  https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+source/gst-plugins-ugly0.10 

 

GObject 

 +----GstObject 

       +----GstElement 

             +----GstMad 

 

Pad Templates: 

  SRC template: 'src' 

    Availability: Always 

    Capabilities: 

      audio/x-raw-int 

             endianness: 1234 

                 signed: true 

                  width: 32 

                  depth: 32 

                   rate: { 8000, 11025, 12000, 16000, 22050, 24000, 32000, 44100, 48000 

} 

               channels: [ 1, 2 ] 

 

  SINK template: 'sink' 

    Availability: Always 

    Capabilities: 

      audio/mpeg 

            mpegversion: 1 

                  layer: [ 1, 3 ] 

                   rate: { 8000, 11025, 12000, 16000, 22050, 24000, 32000, 44100, 48000 

} 

               channels: [ 1, 2 ] 

 

 

Element Flags: 

  no flags set 

 

Element Implementation: 

  Has change_state() function: 0xb77a4fd0 

  Has custom save_thyself() function: gst_element_save_thyself 

  Has custom restore_thyself() function: gst_element_restore_thyself 

 

Element has no clocking capabilities. 

Indexing capabilities: 

  element can do indexing 

Element has no URI handling capabilities. 

 

Pads: 

  SRC: 'src' 

    Implementation: 

      Has custom eventfunc(): gst_mad_src_event 

      Has custom queryfunc(): gst_mad_src_query 

        Provides query types: 

  (1): position (Current position) 

  (2): duration (Total duration) 

  (8): convert (Converting between formats) 

      Has custom iterintlinkfunc(): gst_pad_iterate_internal_links_default 
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      Has getcapsfunc(): gst_pad_get_fixed_caps_func 

      Has acceptcapsfunc(): gst_pad_acceptcaps_default 

    Pad Template: 'src' 

  SINK: 'sink' 

    Implementation: 

      Has chainfunc(): gst_mad_chain 

      Has custom eventfunc(): gst_mad_sink_event 

      Has custom queryfunc(): gst_pad_query_default 

      Has custom iterintlinkfunc(): gst_pad_iterate_internal_links_default 

      Has acceptcapsfunc(): gst_pad_acceptcaps_default 

    Pad Template: 'sink' 

 

Element Properties: 

  name                : The name of the object 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        String. Default: "mad0" 

  half                : Generate PCM at 1/2 sample rate 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: false 

  ignore-crc          : Ignore CRC errors 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: true 

 

Decoder element mp2dec 

Factory Details: 

  Long name: mpeg1 and mpeg2 video decoder 

  Class: Codec/Decoder/Video 

  Description: Uses libmpeg2 to decode MPEG video streams 

  Author(s): Wim Taymans <wim.taymans@chello.be> 

  Rank:  primary (256) 

 

Plugin Details: 

  Name:   mpeg2dec 

  Description:  LibMpeg2 decoder 

  Filename:  /usr/lib/i386-linux-gnu/gstreamer-0.10/libgstmpeg2dec.so 

  Version:  0.10.18.3 

  License:  GPL 

  Source module: gst-plugins-ugly 

  Source release date: 2012-02-07 17:17 (UTC) 

  Binary package: GStreamer Ugly Plugins (Ubuntu) 

  Origin URL:  https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+source/gst-plugins-ugly0.10 

 

GObject 

 +----GstObject 

       +----GstElement 

             +----GstMpeg2dec 

 

Pad Templates: 

  SINK template: 'sink' 

    Availability: Always 

    Capabilities: 

      video/mpeg 

            mpegversion: [ 1, 2 ] 

           systemstream: false 

 

  SRC template: 'src' 

    Availability: Always 

    Capabilities: 

      video/x-raw-yuv 

                 format: { YV12, I420, Y42B, Y444 } 

                  width: [ 16, 4096 ] 

                 height: [ 16, 4096 ] 

              framerate: [ 0/1, 2147483647/1 ] 
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Element Flags: 

  no flags set 

 

Element Implementation: 

  Has change_state() function: 0xb77b0d70 

  Has custom save_thyself() function: gst_element_save_thyself 

  Has custom restore_thyself() function: gst_element_restore_thyself 

 

Element has no clocking capabilities. 

Indexing capabilities: 

  element can do indexing 

Element has no URI handling capabilities. 

 

Pads: 

  SRC: 'src' 

    Implementation: 

      Has custom eventfunc(): gst_mpeg2dec_src_event 

      Has custom queryfunc(): gst_mpeg2dec_src_query 

        Provides query types: 

  (1): position (Current position) 

  (2): duration (Total duration) 

      Has custom iterintlinkfunc(): gst_pad_iterate_internal_links_default 

      Has getcapsfunc(): gst_pad_get_fixed_caps_func 

      Has acceptcapsfunc(): gst_pad_acceptcaps_default 

    Pad Template: 'src' 

  SINK: 'sink' 

    Implementation: 

      Has chainfunc(): gst_mpeg2dec_chain 

      Has custom eventfunc(): gst_mpeg2dec_sink_event 

      Has custom queryfunc(): gst_pad_query_default 

      Has custom iterintlinkfunc(): gst_pad_iterate_internal_links_default 

      Has setcapsfunc(): gst_mpeg2dec_setcaps 

      Has acceptcapsfunc(): gst_pad_acceptcaps_default 

    Pad Template: 'sink' 

 

Element Properties: 

  name                : The name of the object 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        String. Default: "mpeg2dec0" 

 

Decoder bin decodebin 

Factory Details: 

  Long name: Decoder Bin 

  Class: Generic/Bin/Decoder 

  Description: Autoplug and decode to raw media 

  Author(s): Wim Taymans <wim.taymans@gmail.com> 

  Rank:  none (0) 

 

Plugin Details: 

  Name:   decodebin 

  Description:  decoder bin 

  Filename:  /usr/lib/i386-linux-gnu/gstreamer-0.10/libgstdecodebin.so 

  Version:  0.10.36 

  License:  LGPL 

  Source module: gst-plugins-base 

  Source release date: 2012-02-20 

  Binary package: GStreamer Base Plugins (Ubuntu) 

  Origin URL:  https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+source/gst-plugins-base0.10 

 

GObject 

 +----GstObject 

       +----GstElement 

             +----GstBin 
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                   +----GstDecodeBin 

 

Interfaces implementados: 

  GstChildProxy 

 

Pad Templates: 

  SINK template: 'sink' 

    Availability: Always 

    Capabilities: 

      ANY 

 

  SRC template: 'src%d' 

    Availability: Sometimes 

    Capabilities: 

      ANY 

 

 

Element Flags: 

  no flags set 

 

Bin Flags: 

  no flags set 

 

Element Implementation: 

  Has change_state() function: gst_decode_bin_change_state 

  Has custom save_thyself() function: gst_bin_save_thyself 

  Has custom restore_thyself() function: gst_bin_restore_thyself 

 

Clocking Interaction: 

  element requires a clock 

  element is supposed to provide a clock but returned NULL 

 

Indexing capabilities: 

  element can do indexing 

Element has no URI handling capabilities. 

 

Pads: 

  SINK: 'sink' 

    Implementation: 

      Has chainfunc(): gst_proxy_pad_chain_default 

      Has custom eventfunc(): gst_proxy_pad_event_default 

      Has custom queryfunc(): gst_proxy_pad_query_default 

      Has custom iterintlinkfunc(): gst_proxy_pad_iterate_internal_links_default 

      Has bufferallocfunc(): gst_proxy_pad_bufferalloc_default 

      Has getcapsfunc(): gst_proxy_pad_getcaps_default 

      Has setcapsfunc(): gst_ghost_pad_setcaps_default 

      Has acceptcapsfunc(): gst_proxy_pad_acceptcaps_default 

      Has fixatecapsfunc(): gst_proxy_pad_fixatecaps_default 

    Pad Template: 'sink' 

 

Element Properties: 

  name                : The name of the object 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        String. Default: "decodebin0" 

  async-handling      : The bin will handle Asynchronous state changes 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: false 

  message-forward     : Forwards all children messages 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: false 

  sink-caps           : The caps of the input data. (NULL = use typefind element) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Caps (NULL) 

 

Element Signals: 

  "pad-added" :  void user_function (GstElement* object, 

                                     GstPad* arg0, 
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                                     gpointer user_data); 

  "pad-removed" :  void user_function (GstElement* object, 

                                       GstPad* arg0, 

                                       gpointer user_data); 

  "no-more-pads" :  void user_function (GstElement* object, 

                                        gpointer user_data); 

  "new-decoded-pad" :  void user_function (GstElement* object, 

                                           GstPad* arg0, 

                                           gboolean arg1, 

                                           gpointer user_data); 

  "removed-decoded-pad" :  void user_function (GstElement* object, 

                                               GstPad* arg0, 

                                               gpointer user_data); 

  "unknown-type" :  void user_function (GstElement* object, 

                                        GstPad* arg0, 

                                        GstCaps* arg1, 

                                        gpointer user_data); 

 

Children: 

  fakesink 

  typefind 

 

Encoder element vorbisenc 

Factory Details: 

  Long name: Vorbis audio encoder 

  Class: Codec/Encoder/Audio 

  Description: Encodes audio in Vorbis format 

  Author(s): Monty <monty@xiph.org>, Wim Taymans <wim@fluendo.com> 

  Rank:  primary (256) 

 

Plugin Details: 

  Name:   vorbis 

  Description:  Vorbis plugin library 

  Filename:  /usr/lib/i386-linux-gnu/gstreamer-0.10/libgstvorbis.so 

  Version:  0.10.36 

  License:  LGPL 

  Source module: gst-plugins-base 

  Source release date: 2012-02-20 

  Binary package: GStreamer Base Plugins (Ubuntu) 

  Origin URL:  https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+source/gst-plugins-base0.10 

 

GObject 

 +----GstObject 

       +----GstElement 

             +----GstAudioEncoder 

                   +----GstVorbisEnc 

 

Interfaces implementados: 

  GstPreset 

  GstTagSetter 

 

Pad Templates: 

  SINK template: 'sink' 

    Availability: Always 

    Capabilities: 

      audio/x-raw-float 

                   rate: [ 1, 200000 ] 

               channels: [ 1, 255 ] 

             endianness: 1234 

                  width: 32 

 

  SRC template: 'src' 

    Availability: Always 

    Capabilities: 
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      audio/x-vorbis 

 

 

Element Flags: 

  no flags set 

 

Element Implementation: 

  Has change_state() function: gst_element_change_state_func 

  Has custom save_thyself() function: gst_element_save_thyself 

  Has custom restore_thyself() function: gst_element_restore_thyself 

 

Element has no clocking capabilities. 

Element has no indexing capabilities. 

Element has no URI handling capabilities. 

 

Pads: 

  SRC: 'src' 

    Implementation: 

      Has custom eventfunc(): gst_pad_event_default 

      Has custom queryfunc(): gst_audio_encoder_src_query 

        Provides query types: 

  (1): position (Current position) 

  (2): duration (Total duration) 

  (8): convert (Converting between formats) 

  (3): latency (Latency) 

      Has custom iterintlinkfunc(): gst_pad_iterate_internal_links_default 

      Has getcapsfunc(): gst_pad_get_fixed_caps_func 

      Has acceptcapsfunc(): gst_pad_acceptcaps_default 

    Pad Template: 'src' 

  SINK: 'sink' 

    Implementation: 

      Has chainfunc(): gst_audio_encoder_chain 

      Has custom eventfunc(): gst_audio_encoder_sink_event 

      Has custom queryfunc(): gst_audio_encoder_sink_query 

      Has custom iterintlinkfunc(): gst_pad_iterate_internal_links_default 

      Has getcapsfunc(): gst_audio_encoder_sink_getcaps 

      Has setcapsfunc(): gst_audio_encoder_sink_setcaps 

      Has acceptcapsfunc(): gst_pad_acceptcaps_default 

    Pad Template: 'sink' 

 

Element Properties: 

  name                : The name of the object 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        String. Default: "vorbisenc0" 

  perfect-timestamp   : Favour perfect timestamps over tracking upstream timestamps 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: true 

  mark-granule        : Apply granule semantics to buffer metadata (implies perfect-

timestamp) 

                        flags: legible 

                        Boolean. Default: true 

  hard-resync         : Perform clipping and sample flushing upon discontinuity 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: false 

  tolerance           : Consider discontinuity if timestamp jitter/imperfection exceeds 

tolerance (ns) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Integer64. Range: 0 - 9223372036854775807 Default: 40000000  

  max-bitrate         : Specify a maximum bitrate (in bps). Useful for streaming 

applications. (-1 == disabled) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Integer. Range: -1 - 250001 Default: -1  

  bitrate             : Attempt to encode at a bitrate averaging this (in bps). This 

uses the bitrate management engine, and is not recommended for most users. Quality is a 

better alternative. (-1 == disabled) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Integer. Range: -1 - 250001 Default: -1  
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  min-bitrate         : Specify a minimum bitrate (in bps). Useful for encoding for a 

fixed-size channel. (-1 == disabled) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Integer. Range: -1 - 250001 Default: -1  

  quality             : Specify quality instead of specifying a particular bitrate. 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Float. Range:            -0,1 -               1 Default:             

0,3  

  managed             : Enable bitrate management engine 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: false 

  last-message        : The last status message 

                        flags: legible 

                        String. Default: null 

 

Encoder element theoraenc 

Factory Details: 

  Long name: Theora video encoder 

  Class: Codec/Encoder/Video 

  Description: encode raw YUV video to a theora stream 

  Author(s): Wim Taymans <wim@fluendo.com> 

  Rank:  primary (256) 

 

Plugin Details: 

  Name:   theora 

  Description:  Theora plugin library 

  Filename:  /usr/lib/i386-linux-gnu/gstreamer-0.10/libgsttheora.so 

  Version:  0.10.36 

  License:  LGPL 

  Source module: gst-plugins-base 

  Source release date: 2012-02-20 

  Binary package: GStreamer Base Plugins (Ubuntu) 

  Origin URL:  https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+source/gst-plugins-base0.10 

 

GObject 

 +----GstObject 

       +----GstElement 

             +----GstTheoraEnc 

 

Interfaces implementados: 

  GstPreset 

 

Pad Templates: 

  SINK template: 'sink' 

    Availability: Always 

    Capabilities: 

      video/x-raw-yuv 

                 format: { I420, Y42B, Y444 } 

              framerate: [ 1/2147483647, 2147483647/1 ] 

                  width: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

                 height: [ 1, 2147483647 ] 

 

  SRC template: 'src' 

    Availability: Always 

    Capabilities: 

      video/x-theora 

 

 

Element Flags: 

  no flags set 

 

Element Implementation: 

  Has change_state() function: 0xb6e0de80 

  Has custom save_thyself() function: gst_element_save_thyself 
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  Has custom restore_thyself() function: gst_element_restore_thyself 

 

Element has no clocking capabilities. 

Element has no indexing capabilities. 

Element has no URI handling capabilities. 

 

Pads: 

  SRC: 'src' 

    Implementation: 

      Has custom eventfunc(): 0xb6e0c810 

      Has custom queryfunc(): gst_pad_query_default 

      Has custom iterintlinkfunc(): gst_pad_iterate_internal_links_default 

      Has getcapsfunc(): gst_pad_get_fixed_caps_func 

      Has acceptcapsfunc(): gst_pad_acceptcaps_default 

    Pad Template: 'src' 

  SINK: 'sink' 

    Implementation: 

      Has chainfunc(): 0xb6e0f1e0 

      Has custom eventfunc(): 0xb6e0ee70 

      Has custom queryfunc(): gst_pad_query_default 

      Has custom iterintlinkfunc(): gst_pad_iterate_internal_links_default 

      Has getcapsfunc(): 0xb6e0ea90 

      Has setcapsfunc(): 0xb6e0cfc0 

      Has acceptcapsfunc(): gst_pad_acceptcaps_default 

    Pad Template: 'sink' 

 

Element Properties: 

  name                : The name of the object 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        String. Default: "theoraenc0" 

  center              : ignored and kept for API compat only 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: true 

  border              : ignored and kept for API compat only 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Enum "GstTheoraEncBorderMode" Default: 1, "black" 

                           (0): none             - No Border 

                           (1): black            - Black Border 

                           (2): mirror           - Mirror image in borders 

  bitrate             : Compressed video bitrate (kbps) 

                        flags: legible, escribible, intercambiable entre los estados 

NULL, READY, PAUSED o PLAYING 

                        Integer. Range: 0 - 16777215 Default: 0  

  quality             : Video quality 

                        flags: legible, escribible, intercambiable entre los estados 

NULL, READY, PAUSED o PLAYING 

                        Integer. Range: 0 - 63 Default: 48  

  quick               : ignored and kept for API compat only 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: true 

  keyframe-auto       : Automatic keyframe detection 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: true 

  keyframe-freq       : Keyframe frequency 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Integer. Range: 1 - 32768 Default: 64  

  keyframe-force      : Force keyframe every N frames 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Integer. Range: 1 - 32768 Default: 64  

  keyframe-threshold  : ignored and kept for API compat only 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Integer. Range: 0 - 32768 Default: 80  

  keyframe-mindistance: ignored and kept for API compat only 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Integer. Range: 1 - 32768 Default: 8  

  noise-sensitivity   : ignored and kept for API compat only 

                        flags: legible, escribible 
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                        Integer. Range: 0 - 32768 Default: 1  

  sharpness           : ignored and kept for API compat only 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Integer. Range: 0 - 2 Default: 0  

  speed-level         : Controls the amount of analysis performed when encoding. Higher 

values trade compression quality for speed. This property requires libtheora version >= 

1.0, and the maximum value may vary based on encoder version. 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Integer. Range: 0 - 2 Default: 1  

  vp3-compatible      : Disables non-VP3 compatible features 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: false 

  drop-frames         : Allow or disallow frame dropping 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: true 

  cap-overflow        : Enable capping of bit reservoir overflows 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: true 

  cap-underflow       : Enable capping of bit reservoir underflows 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: false 

  rate-buffer         : Sets the size of the rate control buffer, in units of frames.  

The default value of 0 instructs the encoder to automatically select an appropriate 

value 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Integer. Range: 0 - 1000 Default: 0  

  multipass-cache-file: Multipass cache file 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        String. Default: null 

  multipass-mode      : Single pass or first/second pass 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Enum "GstTheoraEncMultipassMode" Default: 0, "single-pass" 

                           (0): single-pass      - Single pass 

                           (1): first-pass       - First pass 

                           (2): second-pass      - Second pass 

 

Demultiplexer element mpegtsdemux 

Factory Details: 

  Long name: The Fluendo MPEG Transport stream demuxer 

  Class: Codec/Demuxer 

  Description: Demultiplexes MPEG2 Transport Streams 

  Author(s): Wim Taymans <wim@fluendo.com> 

  Rank:  primary (256) 

 

Plugin Details: 

  Name:   mpegdemux2 

  Description:  MPEG demuxers 

  Filename:  /usr/lib/i386-linux-gnu/gstreamer-0.10/libgstmpegdemux.so 

  Version:  0.10.22.3 

  License:  unknown 

  Source module: gst-plugins-bad 

  Source release date: 2012-04-10 20:19 (UTC) 

  Binary package: GStreamer Bad Plugins (Ubuntu) 

  Origin URL:  https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+source/gst-plugins-bad0.10 

 

GObject 

 +----GstObject 

       +----GstElement 

             +----GstMpegTSDemux 

 

Pad Templates: 

  SRC template: 'video_%04x' 

    Availability: Sometimes 

    Capabilities: 
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      video/mpeg 

            mpegversion: { 1, 2, 4 } 

           systemstream: false 

      video/x-h264 

          stream-format: byte-stream 

              alignment: nal 

      video/x-dirac 

      video/x-wmv 

             wmvversion: 3 

                 format: WVC1 

 

  SRC template: 'audio_%04x' 

    Availability: Sometimes 

    Capabilities: 

      audio/mpeg 

            mpegversion: 1 

      audio/mpeg 

            mpegversion: 4 

          stream-format: { adts, loas } 

      audio/x-lpcm 

                  width: { 16, 20, 24 } 

                   rate: { 48000, 96000 } 

               channels: [ 1, 8 ] 

          dynamic_range: [ 0, 255 ] 

               emphasis: { false, true } 

                   mute: { false, true } 

      audio/x-ac3 

      audio/x-eac3 

      audio/x-dts 

      audio/x-private-ts-lpcm 

 

  SRC template: 'subpicture_%04x' 

    Availability: Sometimes 

    Capabilities: 

      subpicture/x-pgs 

      video/x-dvd-subpicture 

 

  SRC template: 'private_%04x' 

    Availability: Sometimes 

    Capabilities: 

      ANY 

 

  SINK template: 'sink' 

    Availability: Always 

    Capabilities: 

      video/mpegts 

 

 

Element Flags: 

  no flags set 

 

Element Implementation: 

  Has change_state() function: 0xb6d647f0 

  Has custom save_thyself() function: gst_element_save_thyself 

  Has custom restore_thyself() function: gst_element_restore_thyself 

 

Element has no clocking capabilities. 

Element has no indexing capabilities. 

Element has no URI handling capabilities. 

 

Pads: 

  SINK: 'sink' 

    Implementation: 

      Has chainfunc(): 0xb6d5a7b0 

      Has custom eventfunc(): 0xb6d58020 

      Has custom queryfunc(): gst_pad_query_default 

      Has custom iterintlinkfunc(): gst_pad_iterate_internal_links_default 
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      Has setcapsfunc(): 0xb6d57d10 

      Has acceptcapsfunc(): gst_pad_acceptcaps_default 

    Pad Template: 'sink' 

 

Element Properties: 

  name                : The name of the object 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        String. Default: "mpegtsdemux0" 

  es-pids             : PIDs to treat as Elementary Streams in the absence of a PMT, eg 

0x10:0x11:0x20 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        String. Default: "" 

  check-crc           : Enable CRC checking 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: true 

  program-number      : Program number to demux for (-1 to ignore) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Integer. Range: -1 - 2147483647 Default: -1  

  pat-info            : Array of GObjects containing information from the TS PAT about 

all programs listed in the current Program Association Table (PAT) 

                        flags: legible 

                        Array of GValues of type "MpegTsPatInfo" 

  pmt-info            : GObject with properties containing information from the TS PMT 

about the currently selected program and its streams 

                        flags: legible 

                        Object of type "MpegTsPmtInfo" 

 

Element Signals: 

  "pad-added" :  void user_function (GstElement* object, 

                                     GstPad* arg0, 

                                     gpointer user_data); 

  "pad-removed" :  void user_function (GstElement* object, 

                                       GstPad* arg0, 

                                       gpointer user_data); 

  "no-more-pads" :  void user_function (GstElement* object, 

                                        gpointer user_data); 

 

Multiplexer element oggmux 

Factory Details: 

  Long name: Ogg muxer 

  Class: Codec/Muxer 

  Description: mux ogg streams (info about ogg: http://xiph.org) 

  Author(s): Wim Taymans <wim@fluendo.com> 

  Rank:  primary (256) 

 

Plugin Details: 

  Name:   ogg 

  Description:  ogg stream manipulation (info about ogg: http://xiph.org) 

  Filename:  /usr/lib/i386-linux-gnu/gstreamer-0.10/libgstogg.so 

  Version:  0.10.36 

  License:  LGPL 

  Source module: gst-plugins-base 

  Source release date: 2012-02-20 

  Binary package: GStreamer Base Plugins (Ubuntu) 

  Origin URL:  https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+source/gst-plugins-base0.10 

 

GObject 

 +----GstObject 

       +----GstElement 

             +----GstOggMux 

 

Interfaces implementados: 

  GstPreset 
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Pad Templates: 

  SINK template: 'sink_%d' 

    Availability: On request 

      Has request_new_pad() function: 0xb6dc4380 

    Capabilities: 

      video/x-theora 

      audio/x-vorbis 

      audio/x-flac 

      audio/x-speex 

      audio/x-celt 

      application/x-ogm-video 

      application/x-ogm-audio 

      video/x-dirac 

      video/x-smoke 

      video/x-vp8 

      text/x-cmml 

                encoded: true 

      subtitle/x-kate 

      application/x-kate 

      audio/x-opus 

 

  SRC template: 'src' 

    Availability: Always 

    Capabilities: 

      application/ogg 

 

 

Element Flags: 

  no flags set 

 

Element Implementation: 

  Has change_state() function: 0xb6dbde10 

  Has custom save_thyself() function: gst_element_save_thyself 

  Has custom restore_thyself() function: gst_element_restore_thyself 

 

Element has no clocking capabilities. 

Element has no indexing capabilities. 

Element has no URI handling capabilities. 

 

Pads: 

  SRC: 'src' 

    Implementation: 

      Has custom eventfunc(): 0xb6dbdbd0 

      Has custom queryfunc(): gst_pad_query_default 

      Has custom iterintlinkfunc(): gst_pad_iterate_internal_links_default 

      Has acceptcapsfunc(): gst_pad_acceptcaps_default 

    Pad Template: 'src' 

 

Element Properties: 

  name                : The name of the object 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        String. Default: "oggmux0" 

  max-delay           : Maximum delay in multiplexing streams 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Unsigned Integer64. Range: 0 - 18446744073709551615 Default: 

500000000  

  max-page-delay      : Maximum delay for sending out a page 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Unsigned Integer64. Range: 0 - 18446744073709551615 Default: 

500000000  

  max-tolerance       : Maximum timestamp difference for maintaining perfect granules 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Unsigned Integer64. Range: 0 - 18446744073709551615 Default: 

40000000  

  skeleton            : Whether to include a Skeleton track 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: false 
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Sink element tcpserversink 

Factory Details: 

  Long name: TCP server sink 

  Class: Sink/Network 

  Description: Send data as a server over the network via TCP 

  Author(s): Thomas Vander Stichele <thomas at apestaart dot org> 

  Rank:  none (0) 

 

Plugin Details: 

  Name:   tcp 

  Description:  transfer data over the network via TCP 

  Filename:  /usr/lib/i386-linux-gnu/gstreamer-0.10/libgsttcp.so 

  Version:  0.10.36 

  License:  LGPL 

  Source module: gst-plugins-base 

  Source release date: 2012-02-20 

  Binary package: GStreamer Base Plugins (Ubuntu) 

  Origin URL:  https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+source/gst-plugins-base0.10 

 

GObject 

 +----GstObject 

       +----GstElement 

             +----GstBaseSink 

                   +----GstMultiFdSink 

                         +----GstTCPServerSink 

 

Pad Templates: 

  SINK template: 'sink' 

    Availability: Always 

    Capabilities: 

      ANY 

 

 

Element Flags: 

  no flags set 

 

Element Implementation: 

  Has change_state() function: gst_multi_fd_sink_change_state 

  Has custom save_thyself() function: gst_element_save_thyself 

  Has custom restore_thyself() function: gst_element_restore_thyself 

 

Element has no clocking capabilities. 

Element has no indexing capabilities. 

Element has no URI handling capabilities. 

 

Pads: 

  SINK: 'sink' 

    Implementation: 

      Has chainfunc(): gst_base_sink_chain 

      Has custom eventfunc(): gst_base_sink_event 

      Has custom queryfunc(): gst_base_sink_sink_query 

      Has custom iterintlinkfunc(): gst_pad_iterate_internal_links_default 

      Has bufferallocfunc(): gst_base_sink_pad_buffer_alloc 

      Has getcapsfunc(): gst_base_sink_pad_getcaps 

      Has setcapsfunc(): gst_base_sink_pad_setcaps 

      Has acceptcapsfunc(): gst_pad_acceptcaps_default 

      Has fixatecapsfunc(): gst_base_sink_pad_fixate 

    Pad Template: 'sink' 

 

Element Properties: 

  name                : The name of the object 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        String. Default: "tcpserversink0" 
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  preroll-queue-len   : Number of buffers to queue during preroll 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Unsigned Integer. Range: 0 - 4294967295 Default: 0  

  sync                : Sync on the clock 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: true 

  max-lateness        : Maximum number of nanoseconds that a buffer can be late before 

it is dropped (-1 unlimited) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Integer64. Range: -1 - 9223372036854775807 Default: -1  

  qos                 : Generate Quality-of-Service events upstream 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: false 

  async               : Go asynchronously to PAUSED 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: true 

  ts-offset           : Timestamp offset in nanoseconds 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Integer64. Range: -9223372036854775808 - 9223372036854775807 

Default: 0  

  enable-last-buffer  : Enable the last-buffer property 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: true 

  last-buffer         : The last buffer received in the sink 

                        flags: legible 

                        MiniObject of type "GstBuffer" 

  blocksize           : Size in bytes to pull per buffer (0 = default) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Unsigned Integer. Range: 0 - 4294967295 Default: 4096  

  render-delay        : Additional render delay of the sink in nanoseconds 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Unsigned Integer64. Range: 0 - 18446744073709551615 Default: 0  

  throttle-time       : The time to keep between rendered buffers (unused) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Unsigned Integer64. Range: 0 - 18446744073709551615 Default: 0  

  protocol            : The protocol to wrap data in. GDP protocol here is deprecated. 

Please use gdppay element. 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Enum "GstTCPProtocol" Default: 0, "none" 

                           (0): none             - GST_TCP_PROTOCOL_NONE 

                           (1): gdp              - GST_TCP_PROTOCOL_GDP 

  mode                : The mode for selecting activity on the fds (deprecated) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Enum "GstFDSetMode" Default: 1, "poll" 

                           (0): select           - Select 

                           (1): poll             - Poll 

                           (2): epoll            - EPoll 

  buffers-queued      : Number of buffers currently queued 

                        flags: legible 

                        Unsigned Integer. Range: 0 - 4294967295 Default: 0  

  unit-type           : The unit to measure the max/soft-max/queued properties 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Enum "GstTCPUnitType" Default: 1, "buffers" 

                           (0): undefined        - Undefined 

                           (1): buffers          - Buffers 

                           (3): bytes            - Bytes 

                           (2): time             - Time 

  units-max           : max number of units to queue (-1 = no limit) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Integer64. Range: -1 - 9223372036854775807 Default: -1  

  units-soft-max      : Recover client when going over this limit (-1 = no limit) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Integer64. Range: -1 - 9223372036854775807 Default: -1  

  buffers-max         : max number of buffers to queue for a client (-1 = no limit) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Integer. Range: -1 - 2147483647 Default: -1  

  buffers-soft-max    : Recover client when going over this limit (-1 = no limit) 
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                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Integer. Range: -1 - 2147483647 Default: -1  

  time-min            : min number of time to queue (-1 = as little as possible) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Integer64. Range: -1 - 9223372036854775807 Default: -1  

  bytes-min           : min number of bytes to queue (-1 = as little as possible) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Integer. Range: -1 - 2147483647 Default: -1  

  buffers-min         : min number of buffers to queue (-1 = as few as possible) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Integer. Range: -1 - 2147483647 Default: -1  

  recover-policy      : How to recover when client reaches the soft max 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Enum "GstRecoverPolicy" Default: 0, "none" 

                           (0): none             - Do not try to recover 

                           (1): latest           - Resync client to latest buffer 

                           (2): soft-limit       - Resync client to soft limit 

                           (3): keyframe         - Resync client to most recent 

keyframe 

  timeout             : Maximum inactivity timeout in nanoseconds for a client (0 = no 

limit) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Unsigned Integer64. Range: 0 - 18446744073709551615 Default: 0  

  sync-method         : How to sync new clients to the stream 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Enum "GstSyncMethod" Default: 0, "latest" 

                           (0): latest           - Serve starting from the latest 

buffer 

                           (1): next-keyframe    - Serve starting from the next 

keyframe 

                           (2): latest-keyframe  - Serve everything since the latest 

keyframe (burst) 

                           (3): burst            - Serve burst-value data to client 

                           (4): burst-keyframe   - Serve burst-value data starting on a 

keyframe 

                           (5): burst-with-keyframe - Serve burst-value data preferably 

starting on a keyframe 

  bytes-to-serve      : Number of bytes received to serve to clients 

                        flags: legible 

                        Unsigned Integer64. Range: 0 - 18446744073709551615 Default: 0  

  bytes-served        : Total number of bytes send to all clients 

                        flags: legible 

                        Unsigned Integer64. Range: 0 - 18446744073709551615 Default: 0  

  burst-unit          : The format of the burst units (when sync-method is burst[[-

with]-keyframe]) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Enum "GstTCPUnitType" Default: 0, "undefined" 

                           (0): undefined        - Undefined 

                           (1): buffers          - Buffers 

                           (3): bytes            - Bytes 

                           (2): time             - Time 

  burst-value         : The amount of burst expressed in burst-unit 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Unsigned Integer64. Range: 0 - 18446744073709551615 Default: 0  

  qos-dscp            : Quality of Service, differentiated services code point (-1 

default) 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Integer. Range: -1 - 63 Default: -1  

  handle-read         : Handle client reads and discard the data 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: true 

  resend-streamheader : Resend the streamheader if it changes in the caps 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Boolean. Default: true 

  num-fds             : The current number of client file descriptors. 

                        flags: legible 

                        Unsigned Integer. Range: 0 - 4294967295 Default: 0  
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  host                : The host/IP to send the packets to 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        String. Default: "localhost" 

  port                : The port to send the packets to 

                        flags: legible, escribible 

                        Integer. Range: 0 - 65535 Default: 4953  

 

Element Signals: 

  "client-added" :  void user_function (GstElement* object, 

                                        gint arg0, 

                                        gpointer user_data); 

  "client-removed" :  void user_function (GstElement* object, 

                                          gint arg0, 

                                          GstClientStatus arg1, 

                                          gpointer user_data); 

  "client-fd-removed" :  void user_function (GstElement* object, 

                                             gint arg0, 

                                             gpointer user_data); 

 

Element Actions: 

  "add" :  void user_function (GstElement* object, 

                               gint arg0); 

  "add-full" :  void user_function (GstElement* object, 

                                    gint arg0, 

                                    GstSyncMethod arg1, 

                                    GstTCPUnitType arg2, 

                                    guint64 arg3, 

                                    GstTCPUnitType arg4, 

                                    guint64 arg5); 

  "remove" :  void user_function (GstElement* object, 

                                  gint arg0); 

  "remove-flush" :  void user_function (GstElement* object, 

                                        gint arg0); 

  "clear" :  void user_function (GstElement* object); 

  "get-stats" :  GValueArray user_function (GstElement* object, 

                                            gint arg0); 
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Annex 2: Webpage code 

All the following code files will be located in the Apache Server folder “/var/www/” since the 

main page “index.php” must be accessible to anyone who accesses to the IP address of the STB 

device. 

File index.php 

<?php  

 include_once "functions.php"; 

 if(!db_config_exists()){ 

  if(!db_config_create()){ 

   die("CONFIG Data Base Table Not Created"); 

  } 

 } 

 if(!db_ch_exists()){ 

  if(db_ch_create()){ 

   db_ch_fill(); 

  } 

 } 

 $clientIp = get_real_client_ip_addr(); 

 $clientPort = 0; 

 $mode = db_get_mode($clientIp); 

 if(!$mode) 

  $mode=1; 

?> 

 

<!DOCTYPE HTML> 

<html> 

 <head> 

  <title>Video Streamer</title> 

  <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="style.css" /> 

  <script src="script.js"></script> 

  <script type="text/javascript"> 

   window.onload=function() { 

    var container = document.getElementById("tabContainer"); 

    var navitem = container.querySelector(".tabs ul li"); 

    navitem.parentNode.setAttribute("current-tab",<?=$mode?>); 

    document.getElementById("tab_" + 

<?=$mode?>).setAttribute("class","activeTab"); 

 

    var tabs = container.querySelectorAll(".tabs ul li"); 

    for (var i = 0; i < tabs.length; i++) { 

      tabs[i].onclick=tabsRefresh; 

    } 

    refreshCore(<?=$mode?>,<?=$mode?>); 

   } 

  </script> 

 </head> 

 <body> 

  <header> 

   <h1> THESIS: VIDEO STREAMER </h1> 

   <h2> CLIENT IP = <?=$clientIp ?></h2> 

  </header> 

  <div id="tabContainer"> 

   <div class="tabs"> 

    <ul> 

     <li id="tab_1">Hard Disk</li> 

     <li id="tab_2">HTTP</li> 

     <li id="tab_3">DVB-T</li> 

     <li id="tab_4">Settings</li> 

     <li id="exit">EXIT</li> 

    </ul> 

   </div> 
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   <div id="core"> 

   </div> 

  </div> 

 </body> 

</html> 

  

File style.css 

/*Main stylesheet style.css*/ 

body{ 

 font-family: Georgia, Garamond, sans-serif; 

} 

header{ 

 float:left; 

 min-height: 100px; 

 width:100%; 

 background-color: #6F95FF; 

 margin: 0 0 5px 0; 

 border-top-left-radius: 0px; 

 border-top-right-radius: 40px; 

 border-bottom-right-radius: 0px; 

 border-bottom-left-radius: 40px; 

 text-align:center; 

} 

video{ 

 max-width:95%; 

} 

.tabs{ 

 float:left; 

 width:10%; 

 height:100%; 

} 

.tabs > ul{ 

 height:100%; 

 width:100%; 

 margin: 0px; 

 list-style:none; 

 padding:0px; 

} 

.tabs > ul > li{ 

 height:70px; 

 width:100%; 

 margin:0; 

 float:left; 

 padding:10px 0px; 

 color:#FFF; 

 text-align:right; 

 background:#6F95FF; 

 user-select:none; 

 border-top-left-radius:0px; 

 border-top-right-radius:0px; 

 border-bottom-right-radius: 0px; 

 border-bottom-left-radius: 40px; 

} 

.tabs > ul > #tab_4{ 

 background:#9C9C9C; 

 cursor:pointer; 

 color:#FFF; 

} 

.tabs > ul > #tab_4:hover{ 

 background:#B9B9B9; 

 cursor:pointer; 

 color: #555; 

} 

.tabs > ul > #tab_4.activeTab{ 

 background:#CACACA; 
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 cursor:pointer; 

 color: #333; 

} 

#core.settings{ 

 background-color: #CACACA; 

} 

.tabs > ul > #exit{ 

 background:#FF6D6D; 

 cursor:pointer; 

 color:#FFF; 

} 

.tabs > ul > #exit:hover{ 

 background:#FFA5A5; 

 cursor:pointer; 

 color: #555; 

} 

.tabs > ul > li:hover{ 

 background:#A7BDFC; 

 cursor:pointer; 

 color: #555; 

} 

.tabs > ul > li.activeTab{ 

 background:#C1D2FF; 

 cursor:pointer; 

 color: #333; 

} 

#core{ 

 float:left; 

 width:89.5%; 

 min-height:480px; 

 background-color: #C1D2FF; 

 padding: 5px 5px 20px 0px; 

 border-top-left-radius: 0px; 

 border-top-right-radius: 40px; 

 border-bottom-right-radius: 0px; 

 border-bottom-left-radius: 40px; 

 text-align: center; 

} 

#container{ 

 margin:0 3.5px 0 7px; 

} 

#controls{ 

 float:left; 

 margin:0 auto; 

 width:39.5%; 

 border-top-left-radius: 4px; 

 border-top-right-radius: 4px; 

 border-bottom-right-radius: 4px; 

 border-bottom-left-radius: 4px; 

 /*border: 1px solid #1A1A1A;*/ 

 background-color: #D9E3FF; 

 text-align: center; 

} 

#player{ 

 float:right; 

 margin:0 auto; 

 width:60%; 

 border-top-left-radius: 4px; 

 border-top-right-radius: 4px; 

 border-bottom-right-radius: 4px; 

 border-bottom-left-radius: 4px; 

 /*border: 1px solid #1A1A1A;*/ 

 background-color: #D9E3FF; 

 text-align: center; 

} 

#url_in{ 

 width:350px; 
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} 

.switch { 

 margin:10px auto; 

 height: 25px; 

 width: 200px; 

 border: 1px solid #979797; 

 background:#FFFFFF; 

 border-radius: 20px; 

 box-shadow: inset 0 1px 3px #BABABA, inset 0 12px 3px 2px rgba(232, 232, 232, 

0.5); 

 cursor: pointer; 

 overflow: hidden; 

} 

.switch > div{ 

 height: 100%; 

 width: 55%; 

 float:left; 

 text-align:center; 

 border-radius: 20px; 

 box-shadow: inset 0 1px 2px #0063B7, inset 0 12px 3px 2px rgba(0, 127, 234, 

0.5); 

 background-color: #64B1F2; 

} 

.switch.on > div{  

 height: 100%; 

 width: 55%; 

 float:right; 

 text-align:center; 

 border-radius: 20px; 

 box-shadow: inset 0 1px 2px #0063B7, inset 0 12px 3px 2px rgba(0, 127, 234, 

0.5); 

 background-color: #64B1F2; 

} 

#sett_tunn{ 

 margin:0 auto; 

 width:49.5%; 

 border-top-left-radius: 4px; 

 border-top-right-radius: 4px; 

 border-bottom-right-radius: 4px; 

 border-bottom-left-radius: 4px; 

 background-color: #E2E2E2; 

 text-align: center; 

} 

 

File script.js 

function tabsRefresh() { 

 var current_mode = this.parentNode.getAttribute("current-tab"); 

 if(this.id.indexOf("exit") !=-1){ 

  var okToExit = confirm("Do you really want to exit page?"); 

  if (okToExit){ 

   req = ajaxRequest(); 

   req.onreadystatechange= 

    function() { 

     if (req.readyState==4 && (req.status==200 || 

req.status==0)){ 

      window.open('', '_self', ''); 

      window.close(); 

     } 

    } 

   req.open("GET","killing.php?mode="+current_mode,true); 

   req.send(); 

  } 

 }else{ 

  var new_mode = this.id.split("_")[1]; 

  if (current_mode!=new_mode){ 

   document.getElementById("tab_" + 

current_mode).removeAttribute("class"); 
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   this.setAttribute("class","activeTab"); 

   this.parentNode.setAttribute("current-tab",new_mode); 

   refreshCore(current_mode,new_mode); 

  } 

 } 

} 

function ajaxRequest(){ 

 try{ 

  var request = new XMLHttpRequest() 

 } 

 catch(e1){ 

  try{ 

   request = new ActiveXObject("Msxml2.XMLHTTP") 

  }catch(e2){ 

   try{ 

    request = new ActiveXObject("Microsoft.XMLHTTP") 

   }catch(e3){ 

    request = false 

   } 

  } 

 } 

 return request 

} 

function refreshCore(current_mode,new_mode){ 

 req = ajaxRequest(); 

  req.onreadystatechange= 

   function() { 

    if (req.readyState==4 && (req.status==200 || req.status==0)){ 

    if (req.responseText.indexOf("#Refresh#") !=-1) 

     window.location.reload(true); //Hard Refresh (Hole 

Page) 

    else{ 

    

 document.getElementById("core").innerHTML=req.responseText; 

     if(new_mode==4) 

     

 document.getElementById("core").setAttribute("class","settings"); 

     else 

     

 document.getElementById("core").removeAttribute("class"); 

    }  

    } 

  } 

 req.open("GET","refresh.php?current_mode="+current_mode+"&mode="+new_mode,true); 

 req.send(); 

} 

function db_video(current_mode,param){ 

 var gst=1; 

 switch(current_mode){ 

  case 1: 

  

 if(document.getElementById("switch").getAttribute("class")=="switch") 

    gst=0; 

  break; 

  case 2: 

  

 if(document.getElementById("switch").getAttribute("class")=="switch") 

    gst=0; 

   param = document.getElementById("url_in").value; 

   if(!isValidURL(param)){ 

    alert('Not a valid URL'); 

    return 0; 

   } 

  break; 

  case 3: 

   if(param) 

    param = document.getElementById("f_channel").value; 

   else 

    param = document.getElementById("channel").value; 

  break; 

 } 

 if(param.length==0) 

  return 0; 

 req=ajaxRequest(); 

 req.onreadystatechange= 

   function() { 

   if (req.readyState==4 && (req.status==200 || req.status==0)){ 
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    refreshCore(current_mode,current_mode); 

   } 

  } 

 req.open("GET","db_video.php?mode="+current_mode+"&gst="+gst+"&param="+param,true

); 

 req.send(); 

} 

function isValidURL(url){ 

    var RegExp = /(ftp|http|https):\/\/(\w+:{0,1}\w*@)?(\S+)(:[0-

9]+)?(\/|\/([\w#!:.?+=&%@!\-\/]))?/; 

 

    if(RegExp.test(url)){ 

        return true; 

    }else{ 

        return false; 

    } 

}  

function switch_play_mode(current_mode){ 

 if (document.getElementById("switch").getAttribute("class")=="switch"){ 

  document.getElementById("switch").setAttribute("class","switch on"); 

  document.getElementById("switch").innerHTML="<div>GStreamer</div>"; 

 }else{ 

  document.getElementById("switch").setAttribute("class","switch"); 

  document.getElementById("switch").innerHTML="<div>Direct</div>"; 

 } 

} 

function full_screen(){ 

 document.getElementById("video").webkitEnterFullScreen(); 

} 

function tuning(){ 

 if(confirm("Do you really want to start tuning?")){ 

  var ctry_tune=document.getElementById("ctry_tune").value; 

  var tabs = 

document.getElementById("tabContainer").querySelectorAll(".tabs ul li"); 

  document.getElementById("core").innerHTML="Please wait until tuning is 

complete..."; 

  for (var i = 0; i < tabs.length; i++) { 

   tabs[i].onclick=null; 

  } 

  req=ajaxRequest(); 

  req.onreadystatechange= 

   function() { 

    if (req.readyState==4 && (req.status==200 || 

req.status==0)){ 

     alert("Tuning final state: "+req.responseText); 

     var navitem = 

document.getElementById("tabContainer").querySelector(".tabs ul li"); 

     for (var i = 0; i < tabs.length; i++) { 

      tabs[i].onclick=tabsRefresh; 

     } 

     refreshCore(4,4); 

    } 

   } 

  req.open("GET","tuning.php?ctry_tune="+ctry_tune,true); 

  req.send(); 

 } 

} 

 

 

File connect.php 

<?php  

 $host = "localhost"; 

 $user = "thesis"; 

 $pass = "torino"; 

 $db_name = "thesis"; 

 

 $conn = mysqli_connect($host,$user,$pass,$db_name); 

 if(!$conn) 

  die("Connect error (" . mysqli_connect_errno() . ") " . 

mysqli_connect_error()); 

?> 
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File db_video.php 

<?php 

 include "functions.php"; 

 $serverIp = $_SERVER['SERVER_ADDR']; 

 $clientIp = get_real_client_ip_addr(); 

 $gst=$_GET['gst']; 

 $sleepTime=0; 

 killing($_GET['mode']); 

 switch($_GET['mode']){ 

  case 1: 

   $videoTitle=$_GET['param']; 

   $videoPath='videos/'.$videoTitle; 

   $clientPort = db_get_port($clientIp); 

   if($clientPort){ 

    if($gst) 

     $pid = 

play_file_http(TRUE,$videoPath,$clientPort); 

    else 

     $pid = 1; 

    $res = 

db_update_client($clientIp,$clientPort,$videoTitle,$pid,1,$gst); 

    if(!$res){die("DB UPDATE ERROR");} 

   }else{ 

    $clientPort=db_get_free_port(); 

    if(!$clientPort){die("NO AVAILABLE PORTS. SERVER TOO 

BUSY");} 

    if($gst) 

     $pid = 

play_file_http(TRUE,$videoPath,$clientPort); 

    else 

     $pid = 1; 

    $res = 

db_insert_client($clientIp,$clientPort,$videoTitle,$pid,1,$gst); 

    if(!$res){die("DB INSERT ERROR");} 

   } 

   $sleepTime=2; 

  break; 

  case 2: 

   $videoUrl=strip_tags($_GET['param']); 

   $clientPort = db_get_port($clientIp); 

   if($clientPort){ 

    if($gst) 

     $pid = 

play_file_http(FALSE,$videoUrl,$clientPort); 

    else 

     $pid = 1; 

    $res = 

db_update_client($clientIp,$clientPort,$videoUrl,$pid,2,$gst); 

    if(!$res){die("DB UPDATE ERROR");} 

   }else{ 

    $clientPort=db_get_free_port(); 

    if($gst) 

     $pid = 

play_file_http(FALSE,$videoUrl,$clientPort); 

    else 

     $pid = 1; 

    $res = 

db_insert_client($clientIp,$clientPort,$videoUrl,$pid,2,$gst); 

    if(!$res){die("DB INSERT ERROR");} 

   } 

   $sleepTime=2; 

  break; 

  case 3: 

   $pid = db_get_dvb_pid(); 

   if($pid){ 

    posix_kill($pid, 9); 
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   } 

   $dvbStats=db_ch_get_stats($_GET['param']); 

   $videoTitle=$dvbStats[0]; 

   $pid = play_dvb($dvbStats); 

   db_update_all_dvb_clients($videoTitle,$pid); 

   $clientPort = db_get_port($clientIp); 

   if($clientPort){ 

    $res = 

db_update_client($clientIp,3000,$videoTitle,$pid,3,$gst); 

    if(!$res){die("DB UPDATE ERROR");} 

   }else{ 

    $res = 

db_insert_client($clientIp,3000,$videoTitle,$pid,3,$gst); 

    if(!$res){die("DB INSERT ERROR");} 

   } 

   if(isAlive($pid)) 

    db_ch_update_views($videoTitle); 

   $sleepTime=4; 

  break; 

  default: 

   $clientPort=0; 

  break; 

 } 

 sleep($sleepTime); 

?> 

 

File functions.php 

<?php 

 include_once "connect.php"; 

 $current_mode=1; 

 function db_config_exists(){ 

  global $conn; 

  $sql = "SELECT * FROM config"; 

  $res = mysqli_query($conn, $sql); 

  return $res; 

 } 

 function db_config_create(){ 

  global $conn; 

  $sql = "CREATE TABLE config (id INT PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, port INT, 

"; 

  $sql .= "ip TEXT, url TEXT, pid INT, mode INT, gst INT)"; 

  $res = mysqli_query($conn, $sql); 

  return $res; 

 } 

 function db_get_port($ip){ 

  global $conn; 

  $sql = "SELECT port FROM config WHERE ip = '".$ip."'"; 

  $res = mysqli_query($conn, $sql); 

  $numrows = mysqli_num_rows($res); 

  if ($numrows>0){ 

   $row = mysqli_fetch_array($res); 

   return $row["port"]; 

  } 

  return FALSE;  

 } 

 function db_get_mode($ip){ 

  global $conn; 

  $sql = "SELECT mode FROM config WHERE ip = '".$ip."'"; 

  $res = mysqli_query($conn, $sql); 

  $numrows = mysqli_num_rows($res); 

  if ($numrows>0){ 

   $row = mysqli_fetch_array($res); 

   return $row["mode"]; 

  } 
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  return FALSE; 

 } 

 function db_get_url($ip,$port,$mode){ 

  global $conn; 

  $sql = "SELECT url FROM config WHERE ip='".$ip."' AND port='".$port."' 

AND mode=".$mode; 

  $res = mysqli_query($conn, $sql); 

  $numrows = mysqli_num_rows($res); 

  if ($numrows>0){ 

   $row = mysqli_fetch_array($res); 

   return $row["url"]; 

  } 

  return FALSE;  

 } 

 function db_get_pid($ip,$port,$mode){ 

  global $conn; 

  $sql = "SELECT pid FROM config WHERE ip='".$ip."' AND port='".$port."' 

AND mode=".$mode; 

  $res = mysqli_query($conn, $sql); 

  $numrows = mysqli_num_rows($res); 

  if ($numrows>0){ 

   $row = mysqli_fetch_array($res); 

   return $row["pid"]; 

  } 

  return FALSE; 

 } 

 function db_check_gst($ip,$port,$mode){ 

  global $conn; 

  $sql = "SELECT gst FROM config WHERE ip='".$ip."' AND port='".$port."' 

AND mode=".$mode; 

  $res = mysqli_query($conn, $sql); 

  $numrows = mysqli_num_rows($res); 

  if ($numrows>0){ 

   $row = mysqli_fetch_array($res); 

   return $row["gst"]; 

  } 

  return -1; 

 } 

 function db_get_dvb_pid(){ 

  global $conn; 

  $sql = "SELECT pid FROM config WHERE mode=3"; 

  $res = mysqli_query($conn, $sql); 

  $numrows = mysqli_num_rows($res); 

  if ($numrows>0){ 

   $row = mysqli_fetch_array($res); 

   return $row["pid"]; 

  } 

  return FALSE; 

 } 

 function db_get_dvb_url($pid){ 

  global $conn; 

  $sql = "SELECT url FROM config WHERE mode=3 AND pid=".$pid; 

  $res = mysqli_query($conn, $sql); 

  $numrows = mysqli_num_rows($res); 

  if ($numrows>0){ 

   $row = mysqli_fetch_array($res); 

   return $row["url"]; 

  } 

  return ''; 

 } 

 function db_count_dvb_clients(){ 

  global $conn; 

  $sql = "SELECT pid FROM config WHERE mode=3"; 

  $res = mysqli_query($conn, $sql); 

  $numrows = mysqli_num_rows($res); 

  return $numrows; 

 } 
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 function db_update_all_dvb_clients($url,$pid){ 

  global $conn; 

  $sql = "UPDATE config SET url='".$url."', pid=".$pid." WHERE mode=3"; 

  $res = mysqli_query($conn, $sql); 

  return $res; 

 } 

 function db_get_free_port(){ 

  global $conn; 

  $ports = array(); 

  $sql = "SELECT port FROM config"; 

  $res = mysqli_query($conn, $sql); 

  $numrows = mysqli_num_rows($res); 

  if ($numrows>0){ 

   while($row = mysqli_fetch_array($res)) 

    $ports[$row["port"]] = 1; 

   for($i=3001;$i<=3050;$i++) 

    if (!$ports[$i]) 

     return $i; 

   return FALSE; 

  } 

  return 3001; 

 } 

 function db_update_client($ip,$port,$path,$pid,$mode,$gst){ 

  global $conn; 

  $sql = "UPDATE config SET url='".$path."', pid=".$pid.", mode=".$mode.", 

gst=".$gst." WHERE ip='".$ip."' AND port='".$port."'"; 

  $res = mysqli_query($conn, $sql); 

  return $res; 

 } 

 function db_insert_client($ip,$port,$path,$pid,$mode,$gst){ 

  global $conn; 

  $sql = "INSERT INTO config VALUES 

(NULL,'".$port."','".$ip."','".$path."',".$pid.",".$mode.",".$gst.")"; 

  $res = mysqli_query($conn, $sql); 

  return $res; 

 } 

 function db_delete_client($clientIp){ 

  global $conn; 

  $sql = "DELETE FROM config WHERE ip='".$clientIp."'"; 

  $res = mysqli_query($conn, $sql); 

  return $res; 

 } 

 function db_ch_exists(){ 

  global $conn; 

  $sql = "SELECT * FROM channels"; 

  $res = mysqli_query($conn, $sql); 

  return $res; 

 } 

 function db_ch_create(){ 

  global $conn; 

  $sql = "CREATE TABLE channels (id INT PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, name 

TEXT, "; 

  $sql .= "freq TEXT, inv TEXT, band TEXT, fec_hp TEXT, fec_lp TEXT, modul 

TEXT, "; 

  $sql .= "tx_mode TEXT, guard TEXT, hier TEXT, pids TEXT, views INT)"; 

  $res = mysqli_query($conn, $sql); 

  return $res; 

 } 

 function db_ch_fill(){ 

  $filename='channels.conf'; 

  if(file_exists($filename)){ 

   $rows=file($filename,FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES); 

   foreach($rows as $row){ 

    $elements=explode(':',$row); 

    $chName=$elements[0]; 

    $chFreq=$elements[1]; 

    $chInv=str_replace('INVERSION_','',$elements[2]); 
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    $chBand=str_replace('BANDWIDTH_','',$elements[3]); 

$chBand=str_replace('_MHZ','',$chBand); 

    $chFecHp=str_replace('FEC_','',$elements[4]); 

$chFecHp=str_replace('_','/',$chFecHp); 

    $chFecLp=str_replace('FEC_','',$elements[5]); 

$chFecLp=str_replace('_','/',$chFecLp); 

    if(stristr($elements[6],'auto')) 

     $chModul='AUTO'; 

    elseif(stristr($elements[6],'qam')) 

     $chModul=str_replace('_',' ',$elements[6]); 

    elseif(stristr($elements[6],'vsb')){ 

     if(stristr($elements[6],'8')) 

      $chModul='8VSB'; 

     if(stristr($elements[6],'16')) 

      $chModul='16VSB'; 

    }else 

     $chModul='QPSK'; 

   

 $chTxMode=str_replace('TRANSMISSION_MODE_','',$elements[7]); 

    $chGuard=str_replace('GUARD_INTERVAL_','',$elements[8]); 

$chGuard=str_replace('1_','',$chGuard); 

    $chHier=str_replace('HIERARCHY_','',$elements[9]); 

    $chPids=$elements[10].':'.$elements[11].':'.$elements[12]; 

   

 db_ch_insert($chName,$chFreq,$chInv,$chBand,$chFecHp,$chFecLp,$chModul,$chTxMode,

$chGuard,$chHier,$chPids,0); 

   } 

  }else 

   db_ch_drop(); 

 } 

 function db_ch_drop(){ 

  global $conn; 

  $sql = "DROP TABLE channels"; 

  $res = mysqli_query($conn, $sql); 

  return $res; 

 } 

 function 

db_ch_insert($chName,$chFreq,$chInv,$chBand,$chFecHp,$chFecLp,$chModul,$chTxMode,$chGuar

d,$chHier,$chPids,$views){ 

  global $conn; 

  $sql = "INSERT INTO channels VALUES 

(NULL,'".$chName."','".$chFreq."','".$chInv; 

  $sql .= 

"','".$chBand."','".$chFecHp."','".$chFecLp."','".$chModul."','".$chTxMode; 

  $sql .= "','".$chGuard."','".$chHier."','".$chPids."',".$views.")"; 

  $res = mysqli_query($conn, $sql); 

  return $res; 

 } 

 function db_ch_get_names(){ 

  global $conn; 

  $sql = "SELECT name FROM channels"; 

  $res = mysqli_query($conn, $sql); 

  $numrows = mysqli_num_rows($res); 

  if ($numrows>0){ 

   for($i=0;$i<$numrows;$i++){ 

    $row = mysqli_fetch_array($res); 

    $names[$i]=$row["name"]; 

   } 

   return $names; 

  } 

 } 

 function db_ch_get_stats($name){ 

  global $conn; 

  $sql = "SELECT name, freq, inv, band, fec_hp, fec_lp, modul, tx_mode, "; 

  $sql .= "guard, hier, pids FROM channels WHERE name='".$name."'"; 

  $res = mysqli_query($conn, $sql); 

  $numrows = mysqli_num_rows($res); 
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  if ($numrows>0){ 

   $row = mysqli_fetch_array($res); 

   $out[0]=$row["name"]; $out[1]=$row["freq"]; $out[2]=$row["inv"]; 

   $out[3]=$row["band"]; $out[4]=$row["fec_hp"]; 

$out[5]=$row["fec_lp"]; 

   $out[6]=$row["modul"]; $out[7]=$row["tx_mode"]; 

$out[8]=$row["guard"]; 

   $out[9]=$row["hier"]; $out[10]=$row["pids"]; 

   return $out; 

  } 

  return FALSE;  

 } 

 function db_ch_update_views($name){ 

  global $conn; 

  $sql = "SELECT views FROM channels WHERE name='".$name."'"; 

  $res = mysqli_query($conn, $sql); 

  $numrows = mysqli_num_rows($res); 

  if ($numrows>0){ 

   $row = mysqli_fetch_array($res); 

   $views = (int) $row["views"]; 

   $views ++; 

   $sql = "UPDATE channels SET views=".$views." WHERE 

name='".$name."'"; 

   $res = mysqli_query($conn, $sql); 

   return $res; 

  } 

  return FALSE; 

 } 

 function db_ch_get_most_viewed(){ 

  global $conn; 

  $sql = "SELECT name, views FROM channels WHERE views>0"; 

  $res = mysqli_query($conn, $sql); 

  $numrows = mysqli_num_rows($res); 

  if ($numrows>0){ 

   while($row = mysqli_fetch_array($res)) 

    $data[] = $row; 

   foreach ($data as $key => $row) { 

    $views[$key]  = $row["views"]; 

    $names[$key] = $row["name"]; 

   } 

   array_multisort($views, SORT_DESC, $names, SORT_ASC, $data); 

   return $names; 

  } 

  return ''; 

 } 

 function get_real_client_ip_addr(){ 

  if (!empty($_SERVER['HTTP_CLIENT_IP'])){ 

   $ip=$_SERVER['HTTP_CLIENT_IP']; 

  }elseif (!empty($_SERVER['HTTP_X_FORWARDED_FOR'])){ 

   $ip=$_SERVER['HTTP_X_FORWARDED_FOR']; 

  }else{ 

   $ip=$_SERVER['REMOTE_ADDR']; 

  } 

  return $ip; 

 } 

 function isAlive($pid){ 

  $cmd = "ps ".$pid; 

  exec($cmd, $output, $result); 

  if(count($output) > 1){ 

   return TRUE; 

  } 

  return FALSE; 

 } 

 function play_file_http($isfile,$path,$port){ 

  if($isfile){ 

   $cmd = "gst-launch-0.10 filesrc location='"; 

   $cmd .= $path."'"; 
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  }else{ 

   $cmd = "gst-launch-0.10 souphttpsrc location="; 

   $cmd .= $path; 

  } 

  $cmd .= " ! decodebin name=demux "; 

  $cmd .= "{demux. ! queue ! ffmpegcolorspace ! theoraenc ! queue ! mux.}"; 

  $cmd .= "{demux. ! queue ! audioconvert ! audioresample ! vorbisenc ! 

queue ! mux.}"; 

  $cmd .= "oggmux name=mux ! tcpserversink port=".$port; 

  exec($cmd ." > /dev/null 2>&1 & echo $!",$output); 

  $pid = (int)$output[0]; 

  return $pid; 

 } 

 function play_dvb($stats){ 

  $cmd = "gst-launch-0.10 dvbbasebin"; 

  $cmd .= " frequency='".$stats[1]."'"; 

  $cmd .= " inversion='".$stats[2]."'"; 

  $cmd .= " bandwidth='".$stats[3]."'"; 

  $cmd .= " code-rate-hp='".$stats[4]."'"; 

  $cmd .= " code-rate-lp='".$stats[5]."'"; 

  $cmd .= " modulation='".$stats[6]."'"; 

  $cmd .= " trans-code='".$stats[7]."'"; 

  $cmd .= " guard='".$stats[8]."'"; 

  $cmd .= " hierarchy='".$stats[9]."'"; 

  $cmd .= " program-numbers='".$stats[10]."'"; 

  $cmd .= " ! mpegtsdemux name=demux "; 

  $cmd .= "{demux. ! queue ! mp3parse ! mad ! audioconvert ! audioresample 

! vorbisenc ! queue ! mux.} "; 

  $cmd .= "{demux. ! queue ! mpeg2dec ! ffmpegcolorspace ! theoraenc ! 

queue ! mux.} "; 

  $cmd .= "oggmux name=mux ! tcpserversink port=3000"; 

  exec($cmd ." > /dev/null 2>&1 & echo $!",$output); 

  $pid = (int)$output[0]; 

  return $pid; 

 } 

 function killing($mode){ 

  $clientIp = get_real_client_ip_addr(); 

  switch($mode){ 

   case 1: 

    $clientPort = db_get_port($clientIp); 

   

 if(($clientPort)&&(db_check_gst($clientIp,$clientPort,$mode)>0)){ 

     $pid = db_get_pid($clientIp,$clientPort,$mode); 

     if(($pid)&&(isAlive($pid))) 

      posix_kill($pid, 9); 

    } 

   break; 

   case 2: 

    $clientPort = db_get_port($clientIp); 

   

 if(($clientPort)&&(db_check_gst($clientIp,$clientPort,$mode)>0)){ 

     $pid = db_get_pid($clientIp,$clientPort,$mode); 

     if(($pid)&&(isAlive($pid))) 

      posix_kill($pid, 9);  

    } 

   break; 

   case 3: 

    if(db_count_dvb_clients()==1){ 

     $pid = db_get_pid($clientIp,3000,$mode); 

     if(($pid)&&(isAlive($pid))) 

      posix_kill($pid, 9); 

    } 

   break; 

  } 

 } 

?> 
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File killing.php 

<?php 

 include "functions.php"; 

 $clientIp = get_real_client_ip_addr(); 

 killing($_GET['mode']); 

 db_delete_client($clientIp); 

?> 

 

File refresh.php 

<?php 

 include "functions.php"; 

 if(($_GET['current_mode']!=$_GET['mode'])&&(intval($_GET['mode'])<4)){ 

  killing($_GET['current_mode']); 

 } 

 $serverIp = $_SERVER['SERVER_ADDR']; 

 $clientIp = get_real_client_ip_addr(); 

 $gst=1; 

 $videoTitle =''; 

 switch($_GET['mode']){ 

  case 1: 

   $title="HARD DISK VIDEO"; 

   $clientPort = db_get_port($clientIp); 

   if($clientPort){ 

    $videoPid = db_get_pid($clientIp,$clientPort,1); 

    if(($videoPid) && (isAlive($videoPid))) 

     $videoTitle = db_get_url($clientIp,$clientPort,1); 

    else{ 

     db_delete_client($clientIp); 

     $clientPort=0; 

    } 

    $gst=db_check_gst($clientIp,$clientPort,1); 

    if($gst<0) 

     $gst=1; 

   }else 

    $clientPort=0; 

   $auxCode='<div id="controls">'; 

   if($gst>0){ 

    $auxCode.='<div id="switch" class="switch on" 

onclick=\'switch_play_mode(1)\'>'; 

    $auxCode.='<div>GStreamer</div>'; 

   }else{ 

    $auxCode.='<div id="switch" class="switch" 

onclick=\'switch_play_mode(1)\'>'; 

    $auxCode.='<div>Direct</div>'; 

   } 

   $auxCode.='<div>GStreamer</div>'; 

   $auxCode.='</div>'; 

   $auxCode.='<h3>SELECT HD VIDEO: </h3>'; 

   $videoTypes=array('mp4','ogg','avi','mpeg'); 

   $list=scandir('videos'); 

   foreach($list as $file){ 

    $fileType=strtolower(end(explode('.',$file))); 

    if(($file!=".") && ($file!="..") && 

(in_array($fileType,$videoTypes))){ 

     $auxCode.='<input type="button" value="'.$file.'" 

onclick=\'db_video(1,"'.$file.'")\' /><br>'; 

    } 

   } 

   $auxCode.='<br></div>'; 

  break; 

  case 2: 

   $title="ONLINE WEB VIDEO"; 

   $clientPort = db_get_port($clientIp); 
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   if($clientPort){ 

    $videoPid = db_get_pid($clientIp,$clientPort,2); 

    if(($videoPid) && (isAlive($videoPid))) 

     $videoTitle = db_get_url($clientIp,$clientPort,2); 

    else{ 

     db_delete_client($clientIp); 

     $clientPort=0; 

    } 

    $gst=db_check_gst($clientIp,$clientPort,2); 

    if($gst<0) 

     $gst=1; 

   }else 

    $clientPort=0; 

   $auxCode='<div id="controls">'; 

   if($gst>0){ 

    $auxCode.='<div id="switch" class="switch on" 

onclick=\'switch_play_mode(2)\'>'; 

    $auxCode.='<div>GStreamer</div>'; 

   }else{ 

    $auxCode.='<div id="switch" class="switch" 

onclick=\'switch_play_mode(2)\'>'; 

    $auxCode.='<div>Direct</div>'; 

   } 

   $auxCode.='</div>'; 

   $auxCode.='<h3>SPECIFY VIDEO URL: </h3>'; 

   $auxCode.='<input type="url" name="url" id="url_in" 

value="'.$videoTitle.'"/>'; 

   $auxCode.='<input type="submit" value="OK" 

onclick=\'db_video(2,"")\' />'; 

   $auxCode.='<br><br></div>'; 

  break; 

  case 3: 

   $title="DVB-T VIDEO"; 

   $clientPort = 3000; 

   $pid = db_get_dvb_pid(); 

   if(($pid)&&(isAlive($pid))){ 

    $videoTitle = db_get_dvb_url($pid); 

    if($pid!=db_get_pid($clientIp,$clientPort,3)){ 

     echo '#Refresh#'; 

     $clientPort = db_get_port($clientIp); 

     if($clientPort){ 

      $res = 

db_update_client($clientIp,3000,$videoTitle,$pid,3,$gst); 

      if(!$res){die("DB UPDATE ERROR");} 

     }else{ 

      $res = 

db_insert_client($clientIp,3000,$videoTitle,$pid,3,$gst); 

      if(!$res){die("DB INSERT ERROR");} 

     } 

    } 

   }else 

     db_delete_client($clientIp); 

   $auxCode='<div id="controls">'; 

   $auxCode.='<h3>SELECT CHANNEL: </h3>'; 

   $auxCode.='<select id="channel" data-role="slider">'; 

   $names=db_ch_get_names(); 

   foreach($names as $name){ 

    $auxCode.='<option value="'.$name.'">'.$name.'</option>'; 

   } 

   $auxCode.='</select>'; 

   $auxCode.='<input type="button" value="OK" 

onclick=\'db_video(3,0)\' />'; 

   $auxCode.='<br><br>'; 

   $names=db_ch_get_most_viewed(); 

   if($names){ 

    $auxCode.='<h3>MOST VIEWED: </h3>'; 

    $auxCode.='<select id="f_channel" data-role="slider">'; 
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    foreach($names as $name){ 

     $auxCode.='<option 

value="'.$name.'">'.$name.'</option>'; 

    } 

    $auxCode.='</select>'; 

    $auxCode.='<input type="button" value="OK" 

onclick=\'db_video(3,1)\' />'; 

    $auxCode.='<br><br>'; 

   } 

   $auxCode.='</div>'; 

  break; 

  default: 

   $clientPort=0; 

  break; 

 } 

 if((int)$_GET['mode']<4){ 

  $output='<h1 id="core_title">'.$title.'</h1>'; 

  $output.='<div id="container">'; 

  $output.=$auxCode; 

  $output.='<div id="player">'; 

  $output.='<h2 id="core_video_title">'.$videoTitle.'</h2>'; 

  if($gst>0){ 

   $output.='<video id="video" 

src="http://'.$serverIp.':'.$clientPort.'" autoplay controls 

onclick=\'full_screen()\'></video>'; 

  }else 

   if($_GET['mode']==1) 

    $output.='<video id="video" src="videos/'.$videoTitle.'" 

autoplay controls onclick=\'full_screen()\'></video>'; 

   else 

    $output.='<video id="video" src="'.$videoTitle.'" autoplay 

controls onclick=\'full_screen()\'></video>'; 

  $output.='<br><br></div></div>'; 

 }else{ 

  $output='<h1 id="core_title">SETTINGS</h1>'; 

  $output.='<div id="container">'; 

  $output.='<div id="sett_tunn">'; 

  $output.='<h2 id="core_video_title">Tuning</h2>'; 

  $output.='Select Country: <select id="ctry_tune" data-role="slider">'; 

  exec("w_scan -ft -c? 2>&1",$cmdout); 

  for($i=0;$i<count($cmdout);$i++){ 

   $longctry[$i]=str_replace('  ','',strstr($cmdout[$i],'

  ')); 

   $shortctry[$i]=str_replace(' ','',strstr($cmdout[$i],' 

 ',true)); 

   $output.='<option 

value="'.$shortctry[$i].'">'.$longctry[$i].'</option>'; 

  } 

  $output.='</select><br>'; 

  $output.='<input type="button" value="Start Tuning" onclick=\'tuning()\' 

/>'; 

  $output.='<br><br></div>'; 

  $output.='</div>'; 

 } 

 echo $output; 

?> 

 

File tuning.php 

<?php 

 include "functions.php"; 

 $cmd = "w_scan -ft -c ".$_GET['ctry_tune']." -X -R 0 -E 0 -O 0 -t 3"; 

 $cmd .= " > channels.conf"; 

 exec($cmd); 

 $filename='channels.conf'; 
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 if(count(file($filename))>0){ 

  db_ch_drop(); 

  if(!db_ch_exists()){ 

   if(db_ch_create()){ 

    db_ch_fill(); 

   } 

  } 

  echo 'COMPLETED'; 

 }else 

  echo 'NOT COMPLETED'; 

?> 
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Annex 3: w_scan command line 

w_scan(28)                                                                                                                                               

w_scan(28) 

 

 

 

NAME 

       w_scan - a universal ATSC and DVB blind scanner 

 

SYNOPSIS 

       w_scan -fa -c <COUNTRY_ID> [ options ] 

       w_scan -fc -c <COUNTRY_ID> [ options ] 

       w_scan -ft -c <COUNTRY_ID> [ options ] 

       w_scan -fs -s <SATELLITE_ID> [ options ] 

 

DESCRIPTION 

       w_scan scans for DVB-C, DVB-S/S2, DVB-T, ISDB-T and ATSC channels. Any other 

program accessing the DVB hardware (like e.g. VDR) has to be closed in order to 

       avoid conflicts while running w_scan. 

       w_scan provides the channels in different output formats (Default: VDR 

channels.conf). For other output formats see OPTIONS. 

 

OPTIONS 

       The following options are available. 

 

       -f TYPE 

              Frontend type, 

              "a" = ATSC, 

              "c" = DVB-C, 

              "s" = DVB-S/S2, 

              "t" = DVB-T (and ISDB-T) [default] 

              Depending on "TYPE", either of the arguments "-s" or "-c" is mandatory. 

 

       -c COUNTRY_ID 

              Mandatory argument for ATSC scans, cable scans and terrestrian scans, see 

option -f. 

              Specifies the country where you try to scan for channels as uppercase two 

letter identifier, e.g. 

              DE = Germany, 

              US = United States, 

              FR = France 

              Use "-c?" for a list of all known identifiers. 

 

       -s SATELLITE_ID 

              Mandatory argument for satellite scans, see option -f. 

              Specifies the satellite you wish to scan as uppercase identifier, e.g. 

              S19E2 = 19.2Â° east, 

              S13E0 = 13.0Â° east, 

              S0W8 = 0.8Â° west. 

              Use "-s?" for a list of all known identifiers. 

 

       -A N   specify ATSC scan type 

              1 = terrestrial [default], 

              2 = cable, 

              3 = both, cable and terrestrial. 

 

       -o N   VDR channels.conf format 

              6 = VDR-1.2 .. VDR-1.6 [default], 

              7 = VDR-1.7 (for DVB-S2 support) 

 

       -X     generate zap/czap/xine output instead of VDR channels.conf. 

 

       -x     generate initial tuning data output for (dvb-)scan instead of VDR 

channels.conf. 
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       -k     generate channels.dvb for kaffeine instead of VDR channels.conf. 

 

       -L     generate VLC xspf playlist (experimental) 

 

       -M     mplayer output instead of vdr channels.conf 

 

       -G     generate output for Gstreamer dvbsrc plugin 

 

       -h     show help 

 

       -H     show expert help 

 

EXPERT OPTIONS 

       -C CHARSET 

              specifies the output charset, i.e. "UTF-8", "ISO-8859-15" 

              use 'iconv --list' to see full list of charsets. 

 

       -I FILE 

              import dvbscan initial_tuning_data 

 

       -v     verbose (repeat for more) 

 

       -q     quiet (repeat for less) 

 

       -R N   Radio channels 

              0 = don't search radio channels 

              1 = search radio channels [default] 

 

       -T N   TV channels 

              0 = don't search TV channels, 

              1 = search TV channels [default] 

 

       -O N   Other services 

              0 = don't search other services, 

              1 = search other services [default] 

 

       -E N   Conditional access / encrypted channels 

              0 = only Free TV channels, 

              1 = include encrypted channels [default] 

 

       -a N   use device /dev/dvb/adapterN/ [default: auto detect] 

              (also allowed: -a /dev/dvb/adapterN/frontendM) 

              NOTE: This option is deprecated and should be usually omitted. 

 

       -F     Long filter timeout for reading data from hardware. 

 

       -t N   Tuning timeout, increasing may help if device tunes slowly or has bad 

reception. 

              1 = fastest [default], 

              2 = medium, 

              3 = slowest 

 

       -i N   spectral inversion setting for cable TV 

              0 = off, 

              1 = on, 

              2 = auto [default] 

 

       -Q     DVB-C modulation [default: choosen by country] 

              NOTE: for experienced users only! 

              0 = QAM64, 

              1 = QAM256, 

              2 = QAM128 

 

       -S RATE 

              set DVB-C symbol rate, see table: [default: choosen by country] 

              NOTE: for experienced users only!! 
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              0 = 6.9000 MSymbol/s 

              1 = 6.8750 MSymbol/s 

              2 = 6.9565 MSymbol/s 

              3 = 6.9560 MSymbol/s 

              4 = 6.9520 MSymbol/s 

              5 = 6.9500 MSymbol/s 

              6 = 6.7900 MSymbol/s 

              7 = 6.8110 MSymbol/s 

              8 = 6.2500 MSymbol/s 

              9 = 6.1110 MSymbol/s 

              10 = 6.0860 MSymbol/s 

              11 = 5.9000 MSymbol/s 

              12 = 5.4830 MSymbol/s 

              13 = 5.2170 MSymbol/s 

              14 = 5.1560 MSymbol/s 

              15 = 5.0000 MSymbol/s 

              16 = 4.0000 MSymbol/s 

              17 = 3.4500 MSymbol/s 

 

       -e     extended DVB-C scan flags. 

              NOTE: for experienced users only! 

              Any combination of these flags: 

              1 = use extended symbolrate list, 

              2 = extended QAM scan 

 

       -l TYPE 

              choose LNB type by name (DVB-S/S2 only) [default: UNIVERSAL], 

              "-l?" for list of known LNBs. 

 

       -D Nc  use DiSEqC committed switch position N (N = 0 .. 3) 

 

       -D Nu  use DiSEqC uncommitted switch position N (N = 0 .. 15) 

 

       -p <file> 

              use DiSEqC rotor Position file 

 

       -r N   use Rotor position N (N = 1 .. 255) 

 

       -P     ATSC scan: do not use ATSC PSIP tables for scan (PAT and PMT only) 

 

EXAMPLES 

       scan satellite 19.2Â° east: 

              w_scan -fs -s S19E2 

 

       scan cable (DVB), Germany: 

              w_scan -fc -c DE 

 

       scan aerial (DVB), France: 

              w_scan -ft -c FR 

 

       scan cable (ATSC), United States: 

              w_scan -fa -A2 -c US 

 

       scan aerial (ATSC), United States: 

              w_scan -fa -A1 -c US 

 

       use output format VDR-1.7: 

              w_scan [ OTHER OPTIONS ] -o 7 

 

       use output format kaffeine: 

              w_scan [ OTHER OPTIONS ] -k 

 

       use output format zap/czap/xine: 

              w_scan [ OTHER OPTIONS ] -X 

 

       use output format dvbscan/scan/scan-s2 initial tuning data. 

              w_scan [ OTHER OPTIONS ] -x 
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              NOTE: w_scan also performs full scans, so there is generally no need for 

this. 

 

REPORTING BUGS 

       see README file from source code package. 

 

AUTHOR 

       Written by W.Koehler 

 

       Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the 

terms of the GNU General Public License, Version 2 any  later  version  pubâ€• 

       lished by the Free Software Foundation. 

 

SEE ALSO 

       vdr(1) 

 

 

 

                                                                           March , 2011                                                                 

w_scan(28) 
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